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Sports
MAC Weekend:

BG 72, Central Michigan

57
Eastern Michigan 78,
Ohio U. 68
Miami (0.) 76, Kent State
66
Toledo 71, Western Michigan 62
Ball State 105, Slippery
Rock 68
CCHA Weekend:

Lake Survrior 6-6, BG 2-3
Ferris State 2-4, UIC1-3
Michigan 6-8, Miami 3-2
Western Michigan 7-2,
OSU1-4
* See more sports page 9.

Campus
Faculty member dies:

Michael Hodges, assistant
director for microcomputers at University
Placement Services, died
suddenly at his home on
Jan. 3.
Hodges joined the University staff in January of 1990.
He was formerly employed
byTeledyneC.A.E.and
WTOD Broadcasting. In addition, he had been an honorary deputy sheriff in
Henry County, a volunteer
for the Fire Brigade of
Teledyne, a member of the
National Management Association and the project
manager of the 911 installation of Henry County.
A scholarship has been established in Hodges' name.
Contributions can be made
to the BGSU Foundation by
indicating the Mick Hodges
Scholarship Fund.

PLO founders assassinated Deadline to make
Bush weigh options

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - The
two closest aides to PLO chairperson Yasser Arafat were assassinated by gunmen who stormed a house Monday night in
Tunis. Palestinian security sources blamed Israeli agents for the
killing.

The sources, reached in Tunis
by telephone from Nicosia, said
the men attacked the home of
Hayel Abdel-Hamid, the Palestine Liberation Organization's
security chief, while he was meeting there with Salah Khalaf, a cofounder of the guerrilla movement and Arafat's right-hand
man.

as the only survivor among the so far are that Israeli agents were
three original founders of Fatah, beindit."
the original PLO group and its
largest faction.
"They killed them the same
The other founder, Khalil al- they killed Abu Jihad," he said,
Wazir, was assassinated by referring to Wazir by his nom-decommandos on April 16,1988, also guerre.
in Tunisia.

Arafat was on his way from
Amman to Paris for talks on the
gulf crisis when the shooting occurred, the sources said. He had
flown into Amman earlier Monday from Baghdad, where he was
working to defuse the Persian
Gulf crisis. Israeli sources said
the Mossad intelligence service
and the Israeli navy assassinated
The Palestinian leaders were al-Wazir in 1988, because of his
killed instantly in the shooting at role in organizing Palestinian
11 p.m., the sources said.
rioting against Israeli occupation
of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Khalaf, considered the PLO's
No. 2 man, was better known by
One of the sources in Tunis, a
his nom de guerre of Abu Iyad. senior officer of Fatah, said:
Both men were in their late 50s.
"Investigation is under way," to
determine who was behind MonThe death of Khalaf left Arafat day's attack, "but all indications

U.N. Secretary-General Javier
Perez de Cuellar said yesterday
he lost hope for peace in the Persian Gulf after talks with Saddam
Hussein and Iraq's lawmakers
pledged to support Saddam with
their blood.
"Unfortunately, I don't see any
more reasons to be optimistic. I
don't see any reason to have real
hope," the secretary-general said
after meeting with President
Francois Mitterrand in Paris. His
comment came on the eve of the
U.N. deadline authorizing force
to oust Iraq from Kuwait.
Perez de Cuellar's 2^-hour
meeting with Saddam in Baghdad
on Sunday had been considered

Martin Luther King Jr.
will be remembered this
week and next in an Arizona
statewide round of tributes
even though voters two
months ago rejected a paid
state holiday honoring the
slain civil rights leader.
Cities from Yuma and
Tucson in the south to Flagstaff in the north will hold
King-related observances,
marches or memorial programs.

Weather
Increased cloudiness:

Tuesday, increasing cloudiness with a chance of
showers. Highs 45 to 55.
Tuesday nighty a chance of
rain or freezing rain. Lows
in the low to mid-30s.
Wednesday, rain. Highs
from 35 to 45.

.<

President Bush called Iraq's apparent
intention to keep troops in Kuwait beyond
the midnight EST withdrawal deadline "a
tremendous mistake."
the last best chance to avoid an
attack on Iraqi forces by the multinational force assembled after
Iraq seized Kuwait on Aug. 2.
President Bush on Sunday
called Iraq's apparent intention
to keep troops in Kuwait beyond
today's midnight EST withdrawal deadline "a tremendous
mistake." In Baghdad, Saddam
said any "last-minute initiatives"
for peace were up to the United
States.

In the nations that line the gulf,
residents stocked up on provisions and sealed windows and
doors to protect against poison
gas attacks. Some people sought
8as masks, others hunted for a
ight out.
Fearing an Iraqi attack, Israel
today called up more reserves
and the United Nations ordered
the dependents of its staff members to leave the Jewish state.
See Peace, page 7.

Voinovich prepares for hard work and tough times

Poor weather forced Ohio
House Speaker Vern Riffe,
R-Wheelersburg, to cancel
his appearance at fall
commencement Dec. 22.
The University had
planned to honor Riffe, a
Erominent supporter of
igher education, with an
honorary doctorate of political science degree at the
ceremony. However, Riffe
decided to scratch his trip
due to wintery weather reports and a full schedule.
"It was very disappointing for him, "said Kent Carson, a top Riffe aide.

King honored:

See Midnight, page 6.

New governor sworn in

Speaker cancelled:

President George Bush
defends Gulf policy in letter
to America's college students.
» See page 3.

Arafat had planned to promote
a French-Palestinian initiative in
which Iraq would pull its troops
from Kuwait in exchange for
promises of a future Mideast conference on the Palestinian situation in the occupied territories, an
aide said. Arafat had flown into
Amman earlier Monday from
Baghdad.

by Brian Murphy
Associated Press writer

A University student remains hospitalized after a
Sunday morning accident at
Ohio 795 and Tracy Road,
near Moline.
Shane Hunter, 261S.
Summit St., is listed in serious condition at Maumee's
St. Luke hospital. She was
struck while making a left
turn into the path of a truck
travelling west on Ohio 795,
an Ohio State Patrol
spokesperson said.

Bush explains policy In
open letter:

Arafat was on his way from
Amman to Paris for talks on the
gulf crisis when the shooting occurred, but canceled his visit in
light of the assassinations, Daniel
Bernard, a French Foreign Ministry spokesman, said at a Paris
briefing.

On Sunday afternoon, Bush was
asked if he had a message for the
American people as he considered sending the nation to war.
"I tell them the same thing I tell
the American people over and
over again — I say we've got to do
what we have to do," he said.
Bush was deliberately ambiguous on timing, although on Saturday he declared that action would
come "sooner rather than later."
Although midnight in Iraq is 4
p.m. on the U.S. East Coast, the
Bush administration has said it
considers the deadline to be midnight EST, because the United
Nations headquarters in New
York is in the Eastern time zone.
Bush could choose 12:01 a.m.
Wednesday to somberly tell Defense Secretary Dick Cheney to
relay to field commander Gen.
Norman Schwarzkopf the order

Optimism for peace fades

Student hospitalized:

Nation

WASHINGTON (AP) - Tuesday, midnight.
For weeks, the world has
watched Saddam Hussein for any
sign that might indicate peace instead of war. But when the clock
strikes midnight, the worldwatch shifts abruptly to Washington, where President Bush
weighs his war options.
Today is the last day of the
United Nations grace period,
after which a military strike may
be unleashed against Saddam if
he has not withdrawn from Kuwait.
The heavy decision to use military force may not come in the
pre-dawn hours of Wednesday, or
on Wednesday at all. But the
president will scarcely be able to
make a public appearance once
the deadline passes without being
bombarded by questions about
when he will cany out the U.N.
resolutions.

•O News/Tim Norman

But Is It Open?
Business ma|or Bob Kollar searches the class section list inside
the Business Administration Building Monday afternoon. Kollar
hoped to tlnd an open legal studies section to help complete his
general business requirements.

COLUMBUS (AP)— George
Voinovich became Ohio's 65th
governor on Monday, vowing in
an inaugural speech to about
2,500 people that he will make
state government more effective and efficient.
The 54-yearold Republican
said Ohio faces
lean economic
times — a budget deficit of up
to $2 billion dollars over the Voinovich
next two years, and that state
government must work "harder
and smarter" doing what it does
best.
"We will place special emphasis on management, economic
development and education," he
said in a 20-minute speech outlining his goals. He was not specific
about how he hopes to achieve
them. He earlier ruled out higher
taxes.
Voinovich traced his ethnic be-

ginnings in Cleveland. He said
that as a boy he dreamed of being
governor.
"Today that dream comes
true," he said, as his widowed
mother, Josephine, 79, looked on
with a smile.
Voinovich and his handpicked
lieutenant governor, former U.S.
Rep. Michael DeWine, took their
oaths of office on a flag-draped
platform at the statehouse and
then joined their families to lead
a 50-unit parade through downtown Columbus under a bleak
sky.
The noon inauguration drew
two former governors, including
departing Democrat Richard
Celeste, and dozens of other past
and present officials, such as
congressmen and leaders of both
parties in the Ohio General Assembly.
Voinovich, a former Cleveland
mayor, and his wife, Janet, later
made the rounds of other events
that included a celebration featuring ethnic songs and dances.
They were to attend three balls

that night.
The new governor took time out
in mid-afternoon to swear in the
members of his Cabinet and to
sign orders that, among other
things, ban solicitation of campaign money from unclassified
employees a campaign pledge.
Voinovich wore a dark blue top
coat with an orange lapel ribbon
to signify support for U.S. troops
in the Persian Gulf. His wife and
their three children, along with
DeWine and his wife, Fran, and
some of their seven children,
walked the length of the parade
route before settling into a reviewing stand to watch the remaining units.
Mrs. Voinovich struggled to
keep a broad-rimmed hat intact
in the wind as she walked handin-hand with her husband, who
occasionally rushed to the curb to
greet friends and others in a
group that worked for him at
Cleveland City Hall.
Former four-term Gov. James
D See Governor, page 8.

Plan protects BG from budget cuts
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

The University received a
Christmas present in the form of
no budget cuts from the state, but
University leaders remain cautious about possible future developments.
In mid-December, state legislative leaders and former Gov.
Richard Celeste agreed to a plan
which aims to eliminate the
state's projected $271.2 million
deficit without reducing funding
to higher education.
House Bill 956, passed by the
Ohio General Assembly in late
December, does not include cuts
to higher education or health
care, two areas which House
Speaker, Vern Riffe Jr.
D-Wheelersburg, deemed critical
to protect. Riffe, Celeste and
Senate President Stanley Aron-

off, R-Cincinnati, agreed on the
plan designed by the state's office
of budget and management.
"[Riffe] was very happy with
theplan," said Kent Carson, a top
Riffe aide. "He made some
commitments and came
through."
The plan includes several fund
transfers and authorization to use
as much as $82 million dollars
from the state's "rainy day"
fund.
The solutions proposed by the
bill will attempt to eradicate
$191.2 million of the state's deficit. The remaining $79.9 million
was taken care of through spending cuts ordered by Celeste.
The plan is now under review
by newly-inaugurated Gov.
George Voinovich, said senior
budget analyst David Gehr.
The plan operates under some
assumptions about the economy
for the remainder of the fiscal

"I think we have to be cautious.
The budget problems could be
greater than estimated."
-Christopher Dolton, vice
president of planning and
budgeting
year, which ends June 30. Should
the economy slow more than anticipated, more cuts could be
made, he said.
"It depends on the amount our
assumptions would be off," Gehr
said.
Gehr would not speculate on the
chances of higher education funding being reduced in the future.
"[Voinovich] has only been in
office for a few hours, so we're
not sure what will happen," he

said.
Carson was also unsure
whether the plan would effectively eliminate the deficit, caused
greatly by lower-than-expected
income tax revenues.
"A state budget is a very fluid
thing," he said. "With five
months left in the fiscal year, it's
possible we could run into more
problems, but I doubt it." University President Paul Olscamp
and several other officials had

Sredicted a budget cut by midanuary. Leaders called the bill
encouraging, but were not sure it
meant the University would escape a mid-year drop in funding.
''[The bill] is good news," said
Christopher Dalton, vice president of planning and budgeting.
"I think it shows the priorities
that the governor and the legislative leaders have assigned to education.'
However, he warned, "I think
we have to be cautious. The budget problems could be greater
than estimated."
Vice President of University
Relations, Philip Mason, said the
University's freeze on hiring new
faculty and staff members will
continue until June 30. The freeze
is designed as a prevention
measure due to lack of information about what the legislature
SeeBudQ»i,page6.

Patience is the
key, not battle

about the Middle East crisis now than there ever was
during the first few years of Vietnam.
Yet, President George Bush said he is unwilling to
negotiate with Hussein until Iraq pulls out of Kuwait.
Hussein said he will not give up Kuwait and war is
probable.
Stubbornness may be a key element in the two
leaders' international game of Risk, but in the real
The United States is again battling a thin line on world, it isn't plastic pieces they are playing with — it
is human flesh and blood.
whether war is the best option.
International bargaining between the United NaMany supporters for military intervention against
Iraq are willing to risk thousands of lives because they tions, the Arab league and Iraq should have happened
six months ago. Nevertheless, it is still too early to
fear a greater loss later if nothing is done now.
They argue that by not stopping Saddam Hussein, abandon a diplomatic solution to the Gulf crisis now.
The implications of a United States military adthe probability of future problems with him will be of
vance into Kuwait shortly after today's deadline is
deeper consequence.
Is our society so short-sighted that we believe that crucial to both the future state of the Middle East and
human lives that are being wagered.
we have to kill today to save more lives tomorrow?
First, if the United States attacks Iraq and wins a soIf we go to war. the greatest injustice won't be how
many lives were lost, but instead, that we continue to called quick war. what then? America has been quiet
about its future plans, but with Iran and Syria seething
counter aggression with greater aggression.
The United States often attempts to manifest evil. on the Iraqi borders, it is not likely the United States
Saddam Hussein is a brutal man, but comparing him would leave the area unguarded.
Bush has already said he would leave a strong force
to Hitler is an insult to the victims and survivors of the
in the territories. But that brings up the question of
Holocaust.
In Vietnam, the evil was Ho Chi Minh and the spread whether the Arabs want us there.
The Islamic nations would never stand for long-term
of communism that justified American troops enterWestern occupation. Moreover, the United States is
ing into conflict.
But if Vietnam stirred anything in Americans, it seen as the successor to Britain and France's imperiamade them finally ask the question, "why are we list rule in the Middle East.
A long term stay would only remind the Arabs of the
fighting?"
There are more protests and greater awareness exploitation they have endured already from the self-

serving Westerners and cause them to focus their frustrations on the United States.
Second, if we go to war, Iraq is almost certain to attempt to escalate the conflict by involving the Israelis.
Once the Israelis have been involved, the chance of
the international coalition disintegrating is increased
dramatically. Arab distaste for Israel is strong enough
that it would leave the United States and a few of its
closest allies in the midst of a Holy War.
And in today's world this war would bring the shocking reality of terrorist attacks to our shores.
Finally, the United States may never be ready for
war in the Gulf.
Lt. Gen. Calvin A.H. Waller has already said the
United States Army won't be completely prepared to
fight until mid to late February.
The Iraqis grew up in war; Americans grew up playingwar on video games.
The most reasonable action is for Bush to allow the
economic sanctions to continue, therefore, leaving
room for a diplomatic resolution.
Iraq's Gross National Product has reportly dropped
more than 40 percent since sanctions started. But with
a Holy War to rally around, Iraqi people may ignore
their ecomomic hardship or focus all the blame on the
invaders. Hussein remains a hero.
With an effective blockade, Iraq can only become
weaker and as they weaken, the prospect for war diminshes.
Some say it would be cheaper to chance an attack
now in hopes of a quick end to the crisis.
However, patience is not too high a price for lives.

Soldier addresses
U.S. involvement
I am currently a 1st Lieutenant
in Saudi Arabia on Operation
Desert Shield. I'm a graduate of
BGSU. I received a copy of the
Nov. 30 issue of 77ie News which
contained two tetters written by
Edward Daugherty and John
Bernard.
First, to Mr. Daugherty, I say
that joining protests and marching is in no way "supporting" us.
I'm sure there is something positive you could focus all your creative energy on to help us.
You talked of "all the coop-

Guest
Column
By
Mike Schemmel
erative governments focusing attention on Iraq." Who is cooperating with them: Surely not Iraq. If
Iraq is so willing to "cooperate,"
why are there still 500,000 Iraqi
troops in Kuwait?
Which leads me to Mr. Bernard's comments. The soldier to
whom you referred said he was
here to protect the freedoms of
Americans. It is true that your
individual freedoms were not infringed upon. However, the
Americans that are hostages
were invited here by companies
and governments as guests to
work and live here. It is our duty
to see that when one of our countrymen is wronged, that we come

Conflicting extremes cause of war
"Plainly and simply: it has
been the nations, tribes and peoples bred to mythologies ol war
that have survived to communicate their life-supporting mythic
lore to descendants.' Joseph
Campbell inMyths To Live By.
It seems that the "whirling
gyres" of history, as the poet William Butler Yeats put it, has
brought us to the edge of war.
War is simply and sadly a fact of
human history. There is nothing
noble in its existence. The American Revolution was caused as
much by economic reasons as for
independence. The colonists simely did not want to pay taxes to
ritain anymore.
So you should not be surprised
to see a war occuring in the
Middle East over oil or borders.
Primitive man fought over fire
and it seems we still struggle
over the basic ability to provide
ourselves with the power to survive.
Two extremes are clashing in
this confrontation. The extremes
of culture, one seemingly Christian and one seemingly Islamic.
Other extremes include a willingness to fight versus a pretty
pathetic reason for doing so.
No one is arguing thai Saddam
Hussein should not be stopped.
But because of our reactionary
foreign policy that supported
Hussein against Iran, we have

created the monster which we
now feel we must Slav. We are
reaping the seeds of destruction
thai we sowed during the fairytale Reagan Era.
After this struggle is over, our
nation will have to look soberly at
where our place is in the realm of
history and in the world order. No
longer are we protected by

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis
columnist
thousands of miles of deep blue
sea. The world economic chain
and power balance has transcended geographical boundaries.
We must prepare ourselves for
a time of healing. Our surviving
troops will need it and we as a nation cannot afford to be naive any
longer. The hangover from the
past decade will be brutal in the
coming months.
"I pick up my guitar and play,

then I gel on my knees and
pray...We don't get fooled
again..." The Who
Sloganeering will not stop or
change this event. Like a supertanker approaching a coral reef,
we can only watch the destruction
that will occur. The momentum
of events, like the supertanker,
has taken months to accelerate.
It will not be stopped in a day or a
week. Last semester, we were
concerned with beer and cops.
Now they seem trivial in the face
of things.
We must give our troops a free
hand to protect and defend themselves. Moral blackmail has
occured. We have led with the
sword, rather than with the
strength of reason. Perhaps Hussein's brain will not listen to
reason, but his belly will starve if
the sanctions are enforced with
any amount of fervor. Instead,
diplomacy has failed miserably
and it seems our justification now
for the annihilation of Iraq is to
protect our troops.
And although this is an assbackwards way of justifying warfare, we must keep the well-being
of our troops in mind.
As of this writing not a single
shot has been fired, and though
the streets of Kuwait are filled
with the carnage of a conquering
army, these are the fruits of conflict. To justify a war on such

grounds is seemingly noble, but
the blood that has flown so far in
the streets of Kuwait is nothing
compared to what will occur
when the great battlelines of
tanks and troops storm across the
border to liberate the fiefdom of
Kuwait.
A friend of mine was watching
an NFL play-off game Saturday
afternoon at a sports bar in
Toledo. The bar had three bigscreen televisions across one
wall. On one screen the Buffalo
Bills and the Miami Dolphins
were squaring off on the gridiron
to secure a place in the NFL finals. On the other screen, the
House and Senate were voting to
Sive the President authority to
eclare war.
A huge cheer erupted.
And it wasn't for a Buffalo Bills
touchdown. It was a response to
the approval of Congress to give
President George Bush full war
powers.
It seems that if war must happen, we should be more sober
about it.
Wanting and having are often
two different things. Let us hope
that we pass through this darkness speedily.
Chuck Travis is Editorial Contributor and a Columnist forThe
News.

to his aid.

Allow me to enlighten you on
some facts. Less then 48 hours
after Iraq invaded Kuwait, all resistence was crushed. Since then,
Kuwait has been completely torn
down and shipped to Iraq. Entire
factories and hospitals have been
dismantled, their equipment
loaded on trucks and taken to
Bagdad. The atrocities you've
heard about are for real. Most
Iraqi soliders were told by their
officers to loot, pillage and steal
anything they could carry. Kuwaiti women have been put into
slavery working for the Iraqi
troops. This is not an economic
matter.
Yes, there 200,000 homesick
American soldiers here, but there
are over one million Kuwaitis
with no home or country to call
their own. An entire nation disappeared from the map in less
than two days. You can call it
what you want, but if we don't do
something now, then when?
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia are
friends to our nation. They asked
for our help. That's why we're
here. Americans are not fairweathered friends. We won't turn
our back on someone in need. The
issue here is not economics; it's
called naked aggression. And it is
wrong.
When I signed up for the military, I knew what I was getting
into and so did every other soldier. If I didn't believe in what
I'm doing, I wouldn't be writing
this letter. I hardly think that if
the United Nations agrees with
what we're doing, then we are all
the victim of military propaganda."
The News received this letter
Dec. 23,1990
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Editorial

Bush addresses Gulf conflict in letter
Editor's Note: President
George Bush mailed the following
letter stating his position on the
Persian Guff crisis to more than
400 U.S. colleges.lt armed men
invaded a home in this country,
killed those in their way, stole
what they wanted and then announced the house was theirs —
no one would hesitate about what
must be done.
And that is why we cannot hesitate about what must be done
halfway around the world: in
Kuwait.
There is much in the modern
world that is subject to doubts or
questions —washed in shades of
gray. But not the brutal aggression of Saddam Hussein against a
peaceful, sovereign nation and its
people. It's black and white. The
facts are clear. The choice
unambiguous.
Right vs. wrong
The terror Saddam Hussein has
imposed upon Kuwait violates
every principle of human decency. Listen to what Amnesty
International has documented.
"Widespread abuses of human
rights have been perpetrated by
Iraqi forces ... arbitrary arrest
and detention without trial of
thousands ... widespread torture

... imposition of the death penalty
and the extrajudicial execution of There are times in life when we confront
hundreds of unarmed civilians, values worth fighting for. This is one such
including children."
Including children There's no time.
horror that could make this a
more obvious conflict of good vs.
evil. The man who used chemical
warfare on his own people now
oversees public hangings of dis"Mr. President, I just wanted
senters. And daily his troops tell you this with all my heart: I
commit atrocities against Kuw- don't want there to be war ever you to know my soldiers and I are
aiti citizens.
again. I am determined to do ab- ready to do whatever mission you
solutely everything possible in decide. Freedom as we know and
This brutality has reverbrated the search for a peaceful resolu- enjoy has been taken away from
throughout the entire world. If we tion to this crisis — but only if the another country and must be resdo not follow the dictates of our peace is genuine, if it rests on tored. Although we are separated
from family, friends, loved ones,
inner moral compass and stand principle, not appeasement.
we will do what must be done ...
up for human life, then his lawBut while we search for that We stand ready and waiting. God
lessness will threaten the peace
and democracy of the emerging answer, in the Gulf young men bless you and the U.S.A."
new World Order we now see: and women are putting their own
Terry understands the moral
this long dreamed-of vision we've lives on hold in order to stand for
peace in our world and for the es- obligation that has compelled our
all worked toward for so long.
sential value of human life itself. extraordinary multi-national coA year after the joyous dawn of Many are younger than my own alition to make this stand in the
freedom's light in Eastern children. Your age, most of them. Gulf. To look this international
Europe, a dark evil has descend- Doing tough duty for something terrorist straight in the eye and
say: no concessions. To proclaim
ed in another part of the world. they believe in.
for now and the future: no comBut we have a chance — and we
Let me tell you about one of the promises. To bear witness by our
have the obligation — to stop
ruthless aggression.
soldiers over there, S.F.C. Terry presence to the fact
Hatfield, a young man from thataggression will not be rewarI have been in war. I have Georgia. He sent me a Christmas ded.
Terry waits thousands of miles
known the terror of combat. And I card. And this is what he wrote.

Mon - Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

6:30am-9:00pm
6:30om-10:00pm
7:00arr>10:00pm
8:00am-9:00pm

GODFREY'S FAMILY RESTAURANT

THE

COPY SHOP
117 East Court St. B.C.

352-4068

from the White House, yet we
share the same thoughts. We desperately want peace. But we
know that to reward aggression
would be to end the promise of
our new World Order. To reward
aggression would be to destroy
the United Nation's promise as
international peacekeeper. To
reward aggression would be to
condone the acts of those who
would desecrate the promise of
human life itself.
And we will do none of this.
There are times in life when we
confront values worth fighting
for. This is one such time.
Each day that passes means
another day for Iraq's forces to
dig deeper into their stolen land.
Another day Saddam Hussein can
work toward building his nuclear
arsenal and perfecting chemical
and biological weapons capability. Another day of atrocities for
Amnesty International to document. Another day of international outlaws, instead of international law.
I ask you to think about the economic devastation that Saddam
Hussein would continue to wreak
on the world's emerging democracies if he were in control of

Respond
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210 West Hall
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one-fifth of the world's oil reserves. And to reflect on the terrible threat that a Saddam Hussein armed with weapons of mass
destruction already poses to human life and to the future of all
nations.
Together, as an America united
against these horrors, we can,
with our coalition partners, assure that this aggression is
stopped and the principles on
which this nation and the rest of
the civilized world are founded
and preserved.
And so let us remember and
support Terry Hatfield, all our
fine servicemen and women, as
they stand ready on the frontier
of freedom, willing to do their
duty and do it well. They deserve
our complete and enthusiastic
support — and lasting gratitude.
President George Bush
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World ignored the Gulf residents prepare for clash
early Iraq-Kuwait
land, oil conflicts
EDITOR'S NOTE — On a midsummer Thursday five months ago, the
• 'new world order *' was unexpectedly jolted out of its peaceful course.
Here is a review of the Persian Gulf crisis.
by,John Barbour.Associated Press Newsfeatures Writer
Almost unnoticed by the rest of the world, the Iraois and the Kuwaitis met last July in the old Saudi Arabian seaport of Jiddah to settle an
Arab family quarrel.
Iraq insisted Kuwait owed it $2.4 billion for oil the Kuwaitis "stole"
from beneath their disputed border, and owed $14 billion more for
revenues Iraq lost when its smaller neighbor exceeded its oilproduction quota, set by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries.
The Iraqis, who have historically claimed Kuwait as their territory,
also wanted the Kuwaitis to forgive $15 billion loaned to Iraq during its
long war with Iran.
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein knew his oil arithmetic well.
Kuwait sits on top of 10 percent of the world's known oil reserves.
Combined with Iraq's 100 billion barrels, the total of 195 billion barrels
would be second only to Saudi Arabia's reserves of 255 billion. Such a
combination would make Saddam's Iraq a power to be reckoned with
in the international economy.
In this desert landscape of long memories, Kuwaitis have been
ruled by the same Bedouin family since 1756.
They don't forget that at the turn of the century they sheltered the
Saudi family that would one day conquer all of what is present-day
Saudi Arabia. Nor do they forget an Iraqi threat to their independence
in 1961, when their old protectors, the British, and other Arab
governments faced down Iraq.
Valued first for its strategic position and after 1938 for its oil, Kuwait — the name means "little fort" in Arabic — has led a precarious
existence.
Last July's negotiations, under the auspices of Saudi Arabia and
Egypt, attracted little attention. In fact, the U.S. ambassador to Iraq
reportedly told Saddam, "We have no opinion on the Arab-Arab conflicts, like your border disagreement with Kuwait."
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The first days, when massive
U.S. air power would be sent
against Iraq's missile sites and
airfields, would be crucial, analysts say. A war dragging on for
months would mean mounting
American casualties, worldwide
economic hardship and a greater
risk of Saddam's surviving to
fight again.
The optimists say Iraq can be
crushed in days. Sen. Daniel
Inouye, D-Hawaii, returned from
a Gulf tour to proclaim, "If there
is a war, it will be a short one that
will last no more than five days."
Taking a less sanguine view was
Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf III,
the U.S. field commander in the
gulf, who cautioned that fighting

could last for up to six months.
President Bush, who has
stressed that Kuwait will not become another Vietnam, said he
hoped "it would be over in a few
days, but what happens realistically is hard to tell.
What is certain is that the war
would start with savage air
strikes against missile sites and
airfields in hopes of preventing
counterattacks against Saudi
Arabia or Israel, followed by a
blanket bombardment of supply
and communications lines to isolate Iraq's troops in Kuwait.
Kuwait is 500 miles from supply
bases in Baghdad, said retired
Adm. Thomas Moorer, former
chairperson of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, "and there is no Ho Chi
Minh trail in Iraq, nowhere for
trucks to hide."
Without a dependable supply
line such as North Vietnam had
during the Vietnam War, Iraqi
forces in Kuwait, also under
heavy air assault, would "deter-

iorate rapidly," Moorer said.
Aspin predicted that the Americans, facing a battered and demoralized foe, would suffer about
1,000 deaths in a short campaign,
although other experts put the
death toll far higher.

Retired Adm. Gene La Rocque,
director of the Center for Defense
Information and an outspoken foe
of U.S. military action in the gulf,
told Congress there would be
10,000 U.S. deaths in a six-month
war with Iraq.

Here is a brief breakdown of the major
components of the military forces
confronting each other in the Persian Gulf:
IRAQ TROOPS:
540,000 occupy Kuwait & southern Iraq; 495,000
elsewhere in Iraq.
Total: 555,000 - regular army, 480,000 - reserves
ANTI-IRAQ COALITION TROOPS:
United States
Egypt
370,000; by late January - 430,000
38,500
Britian
Syria
350,000 by mid January
21,000
France
Pakistan
10,000 by mid January
13,000
Saudi Arabia, other Gulf states
150,000
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WASHINGTON — Ultimate
victory over Saddam Hussein's
troops in a Persian Gulf war
would depend on how swiftly, and
with what levels of devastation,
U.S.-led forces can break down
Iraqi resistance at the start, military experts say.
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Speed is key to attack on Iraq
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Some in the region are hunker-

James Baker and Iraqi Foreign it. The siren's whine started and
Minister Tariq A2iz.
failed and then started again.
A reporter who called the Civil
"Inshallah," Arabic's equiva- Defense Bureau in Dubai, United
lent of "God willing," now sums Arab Emirates, was instructed
up the attitude among many in on Sunday that the man in charge
gulf nations such as Saudi Ara- was napping at his desk and could
bia, Bahrain and the United Arab not be disturbed.
Gas mask distribution in
But many others appear to be Emirates.
doing very little, meeting the
"A little plastic on my windows eastern Saudi Arabia, where the
crisis with a mixture of noncha- won't stop Saddam. It won't stop bulk of the U.S.-led multinational
lance and resignation. For them, the Marines either," said Adnan force is located, has been
the main form of preparation Nowailed, an agricultural expert criticized as slow by some resiseems to be buying U.S. dollars, outside his apartment in Man- dents and foreigners.
Others have complained of reconsidered the strongest cur- ama. "It is up to God, not me."
rency around.
Civil defense preparations have ceiving poor-quality masks.
gotten off to a snaky start.
Flights from the area remain
Hopes for a peaceful settlement
When Bahrain, about 300 miles booked through the end of Janof the crisis dimmed last week south of Iraq, tested its air-raid uary. Even planes to newly
following failed talks in Geneva warning Saturday, many people peaceful Beirut, Lebanon, were
between Secretary of State in downtown Manama didn t hear packed, airport officials said.
ing down in their homes. They are
covering the cracks in their
windows with plastic and duct
tape, buying canned food and
preparing rags to stuff under
their doors in case of a poison gas
attack.
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MANAMA, Bahrain — Kuwaiti
women, dressed in black silk
from head to toe, clutch airline
tickets and await flights to the
West. Their children clutch dolls.
An American oilman gives a
thumbs-up sign and hollers, "I'm
outta here."
An Arab who has little hope of
leaving slaps a domino on the
playing board and cracks a joke.
"Every day it's war, war,
war," he says, "We've got to
laugh sometimes."
In airports, on the highways, in
the cities and towns of the countries lining the Persian Gulf, people are preparing for war.
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Gulf crisis traced Overview of political positions
from invasion to
failed peace talks
Here is a month-by-month
chronology of the Persian Gulf
crisis:
AUGUST
Iraq's army overruns Kuwait.
President Bush orders U.S. economic embargo against Iraq;
West European and Japanese
tovernments follow suit. U.N.
ecurity Council orders worldwide embargo on trade with Iraq.
Bush deploys U.S. combat troops
and warplanes to Saudi Arabia.
Turkey cuts off exports from
Iraqi oil pipeline through Turkish
territory. Britain joins multinational force in Persian Gulf. Iraq
closes borders to foreigners,
trapping thousands of Americans
ana other Westerners in Iraq and
Kuwait. Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein says he is ready to resolve gulf crisis if Israel withdraws from territories it occupies. Bush calls up military reserves. Saddam offers to free all
foreigners in Iraq and Kuwait if
United States promises to withdraw its forces from Saudi Arabia and guarantee trade embargo
will be lifted. Iraq announces it
has moved Western hostages to
military installations to use as
human shields. U.N. Security
Council authorizes military action to enforce economic embargo of Iraq.
SEPTEMBER
Bush asks Congress to write oif
Egypt's $7-billion debt in appreciation for help in the gulf. Iraq
offers free oil to Third World
countries. Iraqi soldiers move

into French diplomatic compound in Kuwait. Iraq opens
Kuwait's borders, and tnousands
of Kuwaitis attempt to flee.
Baghdad government seizes
assets in Iraq owned by countries
participating in embargo. U.N.
Security Council members agree
to extend embargo against Iraq
to air corridors. Iraq orders expulsion of military attaches from
all European Community counBant Suwayt •
tries.
OCTOBER
Al Minya.
U.S. and Kuwaiti officials reject compromise under which
Iraq would pull troops out of most
Atyut.
of Kuwait. Oil prices drop below
$30 a barrel. Iraqi forces in KuwEGYPT
ait wire the emirate's oil refinerAIUJSUI.
ies with plastic explosives.
NOVEMBER
Eush likens Saddam to Hitler.
Allied Forces Against Iraq
LV\^ Iraq Against Allied Forces
Bu-tfi orders an additional 150,000
U.S. troops to the gulf. Iraq says
X///A Neutral to Pro Iraq
I
I Endorse Allied Forces
it will never pull out of Kuwait,
despite the U.S. reinforcement.
II Wild Cards
Bush extends for an additional 90
days the 90-day call-up for reIraq until Jan. 15 to pull its troops leaders put meeting with Iraq on
servists in the gulf.
JANUARY
out of Kuwait, after which United hold after talks between Iraqi
Bush offers to send Baker to CLA-ZEL THEATRE
Iraq says it will pour 250,000 States and its allies are free to Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz and Geneva
BOWLING GRIUN- m-IWI
to meet Aziz in "one last
more troops into Kuwait. U.S. use military force.
Bush are canceled.
attempt" at peace. Iraq agrees to =
~^T
Army and Marine Corps anSaddam tells Iraqis to pre- EJOHNNY
Deputy U.S. field commander talks.
DECEMBER
nounce call-ups of 26,625 repare
for
a
long
war,
ruling
out
Iraqi parliament endorses Sad- in gulf says his troops will not be unconditional withdrawal from = DEPP
serves. Bush, in the Mideast,
meets Egypt's President Mu- dam's decision to free thousands ready to mount an offensive by Kuwait. France says it will purbarak ana Syria's President As- of Western hostages. Diplomats Jan. 15. Saddam recalls Iraqi sue its own peace initiative if the
sad on the crisis. Senate Armed from U.S. Embassy in Kuwait ambassadors for urgent consulta- Geneva meeting fails. After six
Services Committee opens hear- leave occupied emirate. Iraq in- tions. He is quoted as saying Is- hours of talks with Aziz, Baker
ings on Bush's gulf policy. U.N. sists it will set a date for direct rael would be Iraq's first target if says he finds no Iraqi flexibility.
Security Council votes 12-2 to give U.S.-Iraqi talks. European war breaks out.
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Hospitals prepare for war FcaiiBiOiSciub
by James Hannah
Associated Press writer

DAYTON, O. — The hospital at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
is prepared to treat U.S. soldiers
wounded in fighting with Iraq and
could be the first U.S. hospital
many casualties see, military
officials said Monday.
"Our mission is to be always
prepared for this," said Maj.
Ralph Charlip, spokesman for the
U.S. Air Force Medical Center.
"We're prepared. We always
have the supplies."
Charlip said the hospital is the
second largest in the Air Force,
with 300 beds and plans for expansion if war breaks out. The

largest hospital is Wilford Hall
Medical Center in San Antonio,
Texas.
Charlip said Pentagon policy
requires casualties of any arm of
the military to be sent to the hospital closest to their unit of assignment or their home of record.
"We're likely to get a lot of
people who consider Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia, Indiana and
maybe Michigan as their home,"
Charlip said.
Charlip said open-heart surgery can be performed at the
hospital, which also has an oxygen therapy that enables wounds
to heal faster.
"We have the ability to care for
just about everything," said

Welcome Back Students
ADVANTAGE

ANOTHER

LUBRICATION, OIL and FILTER
Only
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Charlip. "We have a full range of
specialities."
Col. John Anderson, commander of the hospital, said there are
several reasons why the base
might be a main return point for
the wounded: the base has a
major airfield, it has the biggest
military medical center in a
10-state region and it's close to
about 130 civilian and Veterans
Affairs hospitals in Ohio, Kentucky and Michigan.
The base also is near three
major Veterans Administration
medical centers in Dayton, Cincinnati and Louisville, Ky.
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World ignored the Gulf residents prepare for clash
early Iraq-Kuwait
land, oil conflicts
EDITOR'S NOTE — On a midsummer Thursday five months ago, the
' 'new world order'' was unexpectedly jolted out of its peaceful course.
Here is a review of the Persian Gulf crisis.
by,John Barbour,Associated Press Newsfeatures Writer
Almost unnoticed by the rest of the world, the Iraais and the Kuwaitis met last July in the old Saudi Arabian seaport of Jiddah to settle an
Arab family quarrel.
Irao insisted Kuwait owed it $2.4 billion for oil the Kuwaitis "stole"
from beneath their disputed border, and owed $14 billion more for
revenues Iraq lost when its smaller neighbor exceeded its oilproduction quota, set by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries.
The Iraqis, who have historically claimed Kuwait as their territory,
also wanted the Kuwaitis to forgive $15 billion loaned to Iraq during its
long war with Iran.
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein knew his oil arithmetic well.
Kuwait sits on top of 10 percent of the world's known oil reserves.
Combined with Iraq's 100 billion barrels, the total of 195 billion barrels
would be second only to Saudi Arabia's reserves of 255 billion. Such a
combination would make Saddam's Iraq a power to be reckoned with
In the international economy.
In this desert landscape of long memories, Kuwaitis have been
ruled by the same Bedouin family since 1756.
They don't forget that at the turn of the century they sheltered the
Saudi family that would one day conquer all of what is present-day
Saudi Arabia. Nor do they forget an Iraqi threat to their independence
in 1961, when their old protectors, the British, and other Arab
governments faced down Iraq.
Valued first for its strategic position and after 1938 for its oil, Kuwait — the name means "little fort" in Arabic — has led a precarious
existence.
Last July's negotiations, under the auspices of Saudi Arabia and
Egypt, attracted little attention. In fact, the U.S. ambassador to Iraq
reportedly told Saddam, "We have no opinion on the Arab-Arab conflicts, like your border disagreement with Kuwait."
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Some in the region are hunker-

Speed is key to attack on Iraq
The first days, when massive
U.S. air power would be sent
against Iraq's missile sites and
airfields, would be crucial, analysts say. A war dragging on for
months would mean mounting
American casualties, worldwide
economic hardship and a greater
risk of Saddam's surviving to
fight again.
The optimists say Iraq can be
crushed in days. Sen. Daniel
Inouye, D-Hawaii, returned from
a Gulf tour to proclaim, "If there
is a war, it will be a short one that
will last no more than five days."
Taking a less sanguine view was
Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf III,
the U.S. field commander in the
gulf, who cautioned that fighting
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iorate rapidly," Moorer said.
Aspin predicted that the Americans, facing a battered and demoralized foe, would suffer about
1,000 deaths in a short campaign,
although other experts put the
death toll far higher.

Retired Adm. Gene La Rocque.
director of the Center for Defense
Information and an outspoken foe
of U.S. military action in the gulf,
told Congress there would be
10,000 U.S. deaths in a six-month
war with Iraq.

Here is a brief breakdown of the major
components of the military forces
confronting each other in the Persian Gulf:
IRAQ TROOPS:
540,000 occupy Kuwait & southern Iraq; 495,000
elsewhere in Iraq.
Total: 555,000 - regular army, 480,000 - reserves
ANTI-IRAQ COALITION TROOPS:
United States
Egypt
370,000; by late January - 430,000
38,500
Britian
Syria
350,000 by mid January
21,000
France
Pakistan
10,000 by mid January
13,000
Saudi Arabia, other Gulf states
150,000
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Without a dependable supply
line such as North Vietnam had
during the Vietnam War, Iraqi
forces in Kuwait, also under
heavy air assault, would "deter-

- 9:30pm
10:30pm
10:30pm
- 9.00pm

*1.50

*

could last for up to six months.
President Bush, who has
stressed that Kuwait will not become another Vietnam, said he
hoped "it would be over in a few
days, but what happens realistically is hard to tell.
What is certain is that the war
would start with savage air
strikes against missile sites and
airfields in hopes of preventing
counterattacks against Saudi
Arabia or Israel, followed by a
blanket bombardment of supply
and communications lines to isolate Iraq's troops in Kuwait.
Kuwait is 500 miles from supply
bases in Baghdad, said retired
Adm. Thomas Moorer, former
chairperson of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, "and there is no Ho Chi
Minn trail in Iraq, nowhere for
trucks to hide."

WASHINGTON - Ultimate
victory over Saddam Hussein's
troops in a Persian Gulf war
would depend on how swiftly, and
with what levels of devastation,
U.S.-led forces can break down
Iraqi resistance at the start, military experts say.

SPECIAL
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ing down in their homes. They are
covering the cracks in their
windows with plastic and duct
tape, buying canned food and
preparing rags to stuff under
their doors in case of a poison gas
attack.

lower Prices!

$2.00 off
with $10.00
or more purchase
carry out only
Expires Jan. 30, 1991
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James Baker and Iraqi Foreign it. The siren's whine started and
failed and then started again.
Minister Tariq Aziz.
A reporter who called the Civil
"Inshallah," Arabic's equiva- Defense Bureau in Dubai, United
lent of "God willing," now sums Arab Emirates, was instructed
up the attitude among many in on Sunday that the man in charge
gulf nations such as Saudi Ara- was napping at his desk and could
bia, Bahrain and the United Arab not be disturbed.
Gas mask distribution in
But many others appear to be Emirates.
doing very little, meeting the
"A little plastic on my windows eastern Saudi Arabia, where the
crisis with a mixture of noncha- won't stop Saddam. It won't stop bulk of the U.S.-led multinational
lance and resignation. For them, the Marines either," said Adnan force is located, has been
the main form of preparation Nowailed, an agricultural expert criticized as slow by some resiseems to be buying U.S. dollars, outside his apartment in Man- dents and foreigners.
Others have complained of reconsidered the strongest cur- ama. "It is up to God, not me."
rency around.
Civil defense preparations have ceiving poor-quality masks.
Flights from the area remain
gotten off to a snaky start.
Hopes for a peaceful settlement
When Bahrain, about 300 miles booked through the end of Janof the crisis dimmed last week south of Iraq, tested its air-raid uary. Even planes to newly
following failed talks in Geneva warning Saturday, many people peaceful Beirut, Lebanon, were
between Secretary of State in downtown Manama didn t hear packed, airport officials said.

MANAMA, Bahrain - Kuwaiti
women, dressed in black silk
from head to toe, clutch airline
tickets and await flights to the
West. Their children clutch dolls.
An American oilman gives a
thumbs-up sign and hollers, "I'm
outtahere."
An Arab who has little hope of
leaving slaps a domino on the
playing board and cracks a joke.
"Every day it's war, war,
war," he says, "We've got to
laugh sometimes."
In airports, on the highways, in
the cities and towns of the countries lining the Persian Gulf, people are preparing for war.

No prior experience necessary - training provided.
Deadine for Winter applications: February 19, 1991

SERVING THE PEOPLE OF WOOD COUNTY

Typeset Resumes

'15JW
This is not a coupon.
This Is not a special offer.
This is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UnlGraphics.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.

That's the special.

UniGraohics
211 West Hall 372-7418
'Pnce does not indue* far Second peg* S3 00
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* R.E. MANAGEMENT *
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St
(next to Kinko's)

352-9302
_ HRS. 8-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat
top by and pick up a listing lor
Fall 1991
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Gulf crisis traced Overview of political positions
from invasion to
failed peace talks
Here is a month-by-month
chronology of the Persian Gulf
crisis:
AUGUST
Iraq's army overruns Kuwait.
President Bush orders U.S. economic embargo against Iraq;
West European and Japanese
governments follow suit. U.N.
Security Council orders worldwide embargo on trade with Iraq.
Bush deploys U.S. combat troops
and warplanes to Saudi Arabia.
Turkey cuts off exports from
Iraqi oil pipeline through Turkish
territory. Britain joins multinational force in Persian Gulf. Iraq
closes borders to foreigners,
trapping thousands of Americans
ana other Westerners in Iraq and
Kuwait. Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein says he is ready to resolve gulf crisis if Israel withdraws from territories it occupies. Bush calls up military reserves. Saddam offers to free all
foreigners in Iraq and Kuwait if
United States promises to withdraw its forces from Saudi Arabia and guarantee trade embargo
will be lifted. Iraq announces it
has moved Western hostages to
military installations to use as
human shields. U.N. Security
Council authorizes military action to enforce economic embargo of Iraq.
SEPTEMBER
Bush asks Congress to write otf
Egypt's $7-billion debt in appreciation for help in the gulf. Iraq
offers free oil to Third World
countries. Iraqi soldiers move

into French diplomatic compound in Kuwait. Iraq opens
Kuwait's borders, and tnousands
of Kuwaitis attempt to flee.
Baghdad government seizes
assets in Iraq owned by countries
participating in embargo. U.N.
Security Council members agree
to extend embargo against Iraq
to air corridors. Iraq orders expulsion of military attaches from
all European Community countries.
OCTOBER
U.S. and Kuwaiti officials reject compromise under which
Iraq would pull troops out of most
of Kuwait. Oil prices drop below
$30 a barrel. Iraqi forces in Kuwait wire the emirate's oil refineries with plastic explosives.
NOVEMBER
Eush likens Saddam to Hitler.
Bush orders an additional 150,000
U.S. troops to the gulf. Iraq says
it will never pull out of Kuwait,
despite the U.S. reinforcement.
Bush extends for an additional 90
days the 90-day call-up for reIraq until Jan. 15 to pull its troops leaders put meeting with Iraq on
servists in the gulf.
out of Kuwait, after which United hold after talks between Iraqi
Iraq says it will pour 250,000 States and its allies are free to Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz and
more troops into Kuwait. U.S. use military force.
Bush are canceled.
Army and Marine Corps anDeputy U.S. field commander
DECEMBER
nounce call-ups of 26,625 reIraqi parliament endorses Sad- in gulf says his troops will not be
serves. Bush, in the Mideast,
meets Egypt's President Mu- dam's decision to free thousands ready to mount an offensive by
barak andSyria's President As- of Western hostages. Diplomats Jan. 15. Saddam recalls Iraqi
sad on the crisis. Senate Armed from U.S. Embassy in Kuwait ambassadors for urgent consultaServices Committee opens hear- leave occupied emirate. Iraq in- tions. He is quoted as saying Isings on Bush's gulf policy. U.N. sists it will set a date for direct rael would be Iraq's first target if
Security Council votes 12-2 to give U.S.-Iraqi talks European war breaks out.

Hospitals prepare for war
by James Hannah
Associated Press writer
DAYTON, O. — The hospital at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
is prepared to treat U.S. soldiers
wounded in fighting with Iraq and
could be the first U.S. hospital
many casualties see, military
officials said Monday.
"Our mission is to be always
prepared for this," said Maj.
Ralph Charlip, spokesman for the
U.S. Air Force Medical Center.
"We're prepared. We always
have the supplies."
Charlip said the hospital is the
second largest in the Air Force,
with 300 beds and plans for expansion if war breaks out. The

largest hospital is Wilford Hall
Medical Center in San Antonio,
Texas.
Charlip said Pentagon policy
requires casualties of any arm of
the military to be sent to the hospital closest to their unit of assignment or their home of record.
"We're likely to get a lot of
people who consider Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia, Indiana and
maybe Michigan as their home,"
Charlip said.
Charlip said open-heart surgery can be performed at the
hospital, which also has an oxygen therapy that enables wounds
to heal faster.
"We have the ability to care for
just about everything," said

Welcome Back Students
ADVANTAGE

ANOTHER

JANUARY
Bush offers to send Baker to CLA-ZEL THEATRE
BOWLING GHI IN • kM-IW
Geneva to meet Aziz in "one last
attempt" at peace. Iraq agrees to
talks. Saddam tells Iraqis to pre- = JOHNNY
pare for a long war, ruling out
unconditional withdrawal from = DEPP
Kuwait. France says it will pursue its own peace initiative if the
Geneva meeting fails. After six
hours of talks with Aziz, Baker
says he finds no Iraqi flexibility.

iedward
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Charlip. "We have a full range of
specialities."
Col. John Anderson, commander of the hospital, said there are
several reasons why the base
might be a main return point for
the wounded: the base has a
major airfield, it has the biggest
military medical center in a
10-state region and it's close to
about 130 civilian and Veterans
Affairs hospitals in Ohio, Kentucky and Michigan.
The base also is near three
major Veterans Administration
medical centers in Dayton, Cincinnati and Louisville, Ky.
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For all your banquet
needs, wedding receptions,
rehearsal dinners, breakfasts,
luncheons, trade shows, etc.

$1995

Name and Address

Medium Pizza and 2 Pops

$6°°

Our Slatl will always do everything possible
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$5.00 FREE GASOLINE
Please bring this ad with you.

Pisonello's
B.G.'s
favorite
|
Pizza
! Since 1964

Accommodations for up to 350
Phone 352-2149 Today!
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USG cares about what the students have to say. Your commenls can make a difference. Please
use this form to express your thoughts concerning any aspect of campus life at Bowling Green
State University. Please include your name and address so we can inform you of the progress we
make with your issue. When finished, drop the form in campus mail or return the form to the
OUTREACH boxes located in Jerome Library and the Off-Campus Student Center.
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Tempers
flare
at
USG
assembly
Student to run for Ward 1; Coughlin attacked for overspending
•I hope USG will not support McCarthy accused Coughlin of
another student [for the Ward 1 acting outside the bounds of the
seat)," Ziance said.
USG constitution.

by Robert Davidson
staff writer

An undergraduate student announced his candidacy Monday
night for a Ward 1 council seat
and members of the Undergraduate Student Government
criticized their president in a
heated assembly.

Ziance said his candidacy for
Ward 1 as an independent would
help ease current dissention in
USG and that the backing of a
candidate by the group was
bound to run along party lines
and cause further conflict.

Sophomore Scott Ziance announced to USG he will seek the
city council seat independent of
student government, hoping to
garner support from the assembly already split along party
lines.

"I have not decided whether I
will seek support of either or both
political parties in the spring or
run as an independent in the
fall," Ziance said.

USG President Kevin Coughlin
had planned to sponsor a student
"I will not ask for the support of to contest the seat held by faculty
USG as a group," Ziance said. He member Jim Davidson.
does, however, want the support
of the senators as individuals.
Trouble within the student body
USG should not act as a political surfaced at the meeting when
party, he said.
College Republican Roger

Tropicana Sparklers spoiled during bottling

BARBER
SHOP

5

SA1 8:30 3
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A voluntary withdrawl of this
product now is in effect across the
nation.
Concerned consumers can call
the Tropicana Hotline at
1-800-247-1700. Consumers will be
told what to do with the product
and will be given a refund.
"We should have new products
out within two weeks," Holloway
said.
Schimpf said new Sparklers
should be available at the University in three to four weeks.
BG Newt/Jay Murdock
Am I Blue?
There have been no injuries reported on campus, however, conFreshman Chris Rom applies blue hair coloring fo freshman Matt
sumers are told to be careful.
Duncan's hair in a Darrow Hall utility closet Sunday night. DunAccording to Holloway, anyone
A minor cut on one person's
can said that he chose blue because "it brings out my eyes."
arm was the only injury reported wishing to dispose of the product
to Tropicana from the exploding should cover the cap with a towel,
point the top away from themdrinks, Holloway said.
"We've identified the problem, selves and others, slowly release Budget
and now we're dealing with it," the pressure and dispose of the C Continued from page 1.
product.
Holloway said.
will do and the nature of the representative to the state legislature. "The rumors indicate that
economy.
, j % Tito® ®<§ Mows ®frft§>irs dta&Oy
9 / • / state's
University officials also were there is no reason to be optimisoptimistic about higher edu- tic. Obviously the legislature will
I •/ @®uTn)[nJi)<§>lFut5<§)liy ©fo <S@(nn)fpy§ fesyOS #^ / not
cation funding in the upcoming have some tough decisions to
1991-92 and 1992-93 budgets, which make."
Dalton called next year's budVoinovich will submit in midget, "a looming cloud on the hori-'
March.
"It's always difficult to know zon."
"It's going to be very tight," he
this far in advance," said Mason,
who serves as the University's said.

drinks stemmed from a malfunction in bottling. Due to faulty bottling, spoilage occured, causing
the bottles to pop, said Terry HolTropicana Sparklers, carbon- loway, Tropicana spokesperson.
ated juice drinks sold in UniversiStudents who purchased this
ty cafeterias, are doing more carbonated beverage before or
than sparkling — they are explod- after Christmas break may reing.
turn the product, Schimpf said.
At the University, all of the
"Students can turn them back
Tropicana Sparklers have been in for credit or a cash refund,"
recalled.
Schimpf added.
"We are sending all ours back
On Friday, January 11, Holto our supplier," Jane Schimpf, loway said Tropicana received
director of Food Operations, said. about six calls from consumers
The problem with the fruit about the exploding drinks.
by Kim Fenicle
staff writer

We specialize
in short hair
styling
MIUI N 10

The bill's main purpose was to
remove the College Republican
seat from USG.
USG senator and College Democrats President Chris Redfern
was unhappy with the bill's failCouglin was rebuked when he ure.
attempted to respond to the accuHe said the Democrats will not
sations.
rest until equally representated,
USG senator David Rice poun- as they now do not hold a seat on
ded on a table and said Coughlin USG.
was responding out of order.
Another senator said the ColHe also called for a continua- lege Democrats did not apply for
tion of assembly business.
a seat until last year and trie ColLater Coughlin said the "accu- lege Republicans should be persations are pretty serious, but mitted to complete the two year
none are true."
contract they have for a USG
He said he would officially re- seat.

Exploding juice recalled

s&s

164 S. Main

Allegations focused on Coughlin's misuse of USG funds.
McCarthy said Coughlin repeatedly had exceeded the $50
limit per expense he is authorized
to use without allocation by the
assembly.

spond later in the week.
Among other business in the
assembly, a bill designed to reduce partisanship within USG
was introduced and failed.

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Special Summer Programs
PARSONS IN PARIS Jurw M4*Jg«l 12
Paint on the Lot Bar* explore orenistorc caves in the Dordogne. visit the
masterpieces ot renaissance art m Tuscany Courses include painting, drawing,
art history and the liberal arts Students may choose to spend the last two
weeks ol the program m the Dordogne or Cortona. Italy
PHOTOGRAPHY IN PARIS June 290uly 29
Study both the aesthetes and the craft of photography m the city that has inspired great photographers for 150 years Guest lecturers and visits to Pansian
galleries supplement the curriculum
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Develop your Freeze Frame
photos at

j$

~ Midnight
C Continued from page 1.
that will send hundreds of allied
war planes roaring into the desert
sky.
But that seems unlikely if Bush
wants to count on the cover of

FASHION IN PARIS June 2»July 29
Study the history and contemporary trends of French fashion design through
visits to Parisian museums and costume collections Guest lecturers and visits
to design studios and retail outlets are part of the program, as are dairy classes
m lashon illustration
HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE a DECORATIVE ARTS IN PARIS
Jur»2ftJuty2«
Offered m collaboration with the renowned Musee des Arts Decoratifs. this program focuses on the history of French architecture and European decorative
arts E Kcursions to points outs.de of Pans are included, last summer, students
visited Versailles Vau* le Vicomte and Fontaineoleau

darkness for an air attack. Midnight here is 8 a.m. in the morning in Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
If Bush decides on a night attack, it could come as soon as
early Wednesday afternoon,
Washington time.

Greenbriar Inc.

MODERN PARIS June 29-Jury 29
Combining architectural history with drawing, this program locuses on the
development of Pans in the modern period (1830 to the present)
PALEOLITHIC ART & ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE DORDOGNE
July 28-Augutt 12
Daily class sessions near the town of Les Eyzies de Tayac. m southwestern
Franca are devoted to lectures and guided visits to the area's famous and less
v^n-known prehistoric caves, living sites and archaeological excavations
HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE IN ITALY June 2»Ouly 26
The architectural heritage of Italy is studied m Rome. Florence and Venice,
where onsite presentations are made by Parsons faculty
HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE a DECORATIVE ARTS IN GREAT BRITAIN
Jury S-Auguet 4
This lour-week curriculum covenng the years 16001900. is ottered in London,
with several excursions to nearby towns and country houses
PARSONS IN WEST AFRICA

MALI July 2July 24
IVORY COAST July 25-Auguet 23
Vfcxkshops in ceramics and fibers wiU introduce students to artists and artisans
m several Ivory Coast villages where these crafts can be studied m their
ongmal context A photography curriculum examines techniques of documentation and reportage m regions of great natural beauty and cultural diversity
The history of African art and architecture also is offered A separate curriculum
m Mak is available
All programs include round trip amaze, accommodations and land transfers
Academe credit is available to qualified students For more information, please
return the coupon or can

(212) 741-8975, Ext. 17
Parsons School of Design
Offlo* of Special Program*
66 Frith Avenue, N.V., N.Y. 10011
Please send information about:
□
Q
D
Q

Parsons in Pans
Photography in Paris
Fashion in Pans
Architecture & Decorative
Arts in Pans
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DISCOUNT
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Modem Parie
Paleolithic Art
Architecture in Italy
Architecture In Great Britain
Parsons in West Africa

On All Darkroom Supplies
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For Students Currently Enrolled in Photo Class

East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

We are
Bowling Green's only full-line

PHOTO STORE
Featuring:
1 Hour Film Processing • Cam
Film • Lenses • Batteries
^Extra Set of Prints
For a $1
I

$3, $2, $1 Off on
Film Developing

|ju»l add $1 00 lo ir» ragutay pne* and
*• writ grv« you a tecond Ml Of COKx
p».ruj< 0"*r good at tne time of de.ei
lopang on atandard 3'» a<ie prv>ta from
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.proceee) 13,19 24 30 eipoeure ro«a
IT his offer nol vaitd *»rh any other offer
lurml one fO> per coupon
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IC-41 ptoc.M) 0.1 $3 on on 30 .«p
S2oNon 24aip. or S1 offon 12/15
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SBLUE RIBBON PHOTO 5
157 N. Main St., B.O. Ph. 353-4244

Address

(Across from Uptown)

Zip.

UJe ore leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1991

We Gladly accent nicks ind crtfit Cam
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Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717
Hours:
M-F 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-l p.m.

224 E. Wooster St.

Boiler blast injures two
Accident damages gameroom, restaurant
gany Fire Chief Bud Gill said
Monday tests still are being
done to determine the cause of
the explosion.
"We're pretty sure it was a
malfunction of the boiler," Gill
said.
The restaurant area basically was undamaged by the explosion, while the gameroom,
another seating area and the
former post office connected to
the restaurant received the
worst damage.
The back wall was pushed
out and windows in the front
and the back were shattered.
Injured in the blast were
Satrons Tracy Columber and
ohn Gibson. Both were
treated and then taken to Wood
County Hospital by the local
EMS unit located next door to
Doc's.

by Charles Toil
editorial editor

TONTOGANY - Two people
were hospitalized in an explosion at Doc's Restaurant Friday, which sent a lunch crowd
rushing into the streets at
about 12:30 p.m.
The explosion, which
centered in an adjoining
gameroom, blew out a door
connected to the restaurant
which, at the time, had an estimated 30-35 patrons.
"I thought it was a bomb going off," bartender Linda
Namron said. "After it happened, everyone started piling
out through the front door."
The explosion was believed
to be caused by a faulty boiler
in the gameroom, but Tonto-

Peace
Continued from page 1.
War jitters drove oil prices up
more than $4 a barrel to $30.25 in
early trading in London.
In Baghdad, members of Iraq's
National Assembly shouted that
they were willing to back Saddam
"with our blood, our souls, we are
ready to sacrifice for Saddam."
At the Iraqi president's urging,
the legislature voted in August to
absorb Kuwait and last month
approved the release of all foreign hostages.
The assembly has voted to give

Saddam full authority over the
gulf crisis.
Assembly speaker Saadi Mehdi
Saleh called Saddam "the knight
of the Arab nation" and said the
nation was behind him in his
showdown with "U.S. imperialism, Zionism and Arab stooges.
"We declare here and now that
we are ready to sacrifice everything for the cause of Palestine.

Columber was transferred
from intensive care to recovery Saturday afternoon. He
was reported in stable condition.
Paramedic and University
student Matt Asmus said he
and paramedic Craig
McCracken found Columber
face down and conscious a few
minutes after the blast.
Columber suffered a laceration to the chest and a fractured left forearm.
Gibson was standing in front
of the restaurant when he was
thrown on to the hood of a car.
Gibson was treated and
released from the hospital at
3:30 p.m. Friday.
Doc's co-owner Al Eluer said
he plans on rebuilding the
gameroom within the next
couple of months.

BO Newi/Todd Swonson
One local man was admitted to intensive care after a boiler exploded at Doc's restaurant in Tontogany. five miles northwest ol Bowling Green. Tracy Columber was reportedly the only person In the
gameroom in Friday's explosion. Columber has since been released trom Intensive care. The blast
was heard as tar as two miles away.

Palestine should be liberated and diplomat, but as you can see, I'm
rights of Palestinians restored," §oing to be honest and direct." He
len flew to New York, where he
he said.
"A last-minute initiative is now told reporters: "It is perhaps too
up to the Americans because they
are the ones now raising the slogan of war," Saddam said Sunday.
After meeting with Mitterrand,
Perez de Cuellar said: "The hope
that I had is already gone. I'm a

352-0796

Children

75 • Fare

•1.50 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

Bursars Office
Food Operations
Union Information Desk

leave on a Middle East peace
mission. Diplomatic sources said
it was rumored that Bendjedid
might go to Iraq or Saudi Arabia.

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

Give Yourself a Break!
Purchase a Quantum 90 - 95 + plan
for spring semester and get $5 free!

late to embark on anything new."
But in Paris Monday, there
were reports President Chadli
Bendjedid of Algeria was about to
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For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.
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VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Whtelchu'r Acctsi « Group Setting Available
'Transit Identification Cards Avatabie At Grants Administrators Office By Appt. Only.

Call 354-6203 For More Information
SERVICE PROVIDER:

RICHARD RAMOS

Take your $95 check and the sign up card to the
Bursars office for processing.

M
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J_g| Driver KnOW
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Many Persons VXST01
Will Be Riding

How

•Any left over money from a Fall plan will also carry
over through spring semester.
Call Food Operations for additional information.
372-7933

1141 S. Main, B.G.
354-2526

6 A.M. -1 A.M. Daily

STARTS JAN. 7
BUY ONE.

GET ONE FOR £fy

Welcome Back Students!
Shop Churchill's Supermarket for Weekly Values!

Starting January 7, when you buy any six-inch SUBWAY
sub, we'll give you a second for |ust 59C. Sink your teeth
into lean deli meats, tender seafood, hearty steak &
cheese or succulent meatballs—all piled
high with crisp garden vegetables on our

famous fresh-baked bread. Then sink them into another
sub for |ust spare change!
(Second sub of equal or lesser value Supers not
included Offer good at participating
SUBWAYs for limited time.)

^UBuunv"

828 S. Main

354-2608

iHtMuf

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

Del Monte Vegetables
Selected Varieties
16-17 oz. cans
2 for 88*

Coca-Cola
All Varieties
12 pk. cans

La Fronteriza Tortilla
Chips
16 oz. white or yellow

$2.98

$1.59

(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

Mueller's Spaghetti
16 oz. *

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

68<

Star Cross Spaghetti
Sauce
33 oz.

Banquet TV Dinners
Selected Varities
11-12 oz.

$1.18

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

$1.18
1z

Hy Grade
All Meat Hot Dogs
16 oz.
■■■■■*■■■■■* ^

■111 11 III IIIII, III

99«

Superior Cottage
Cheese
24 oz.

$1.18

McDonald.
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Tempers
flare
at
USG
assembly
Student to run for Ward 1; Coughlin attacked for overspending
"I hope USG will not support McCarthy accused Coughlin of
another student (for the Ward 1 acting outside the bounds of the
seat]," Ziance said.
USG constitution.

by Robert Davidson
staff writer

An undergraduate student announced his candidacy Monday
night for a Ward 1 council seat
and members of the Undergraduate Student Government
criticized their president in a
heated assembly.

Ziance said his candidacy for
Ward 1 as an independent would
help ease current dissention in
USG and that the backing of a
candidate by the group was
bound to run along party lines
and cause further conflict.

Allegations focused on Coughlin's misuse of USG funds.
McCarthy said Coughlin repeatedly had exceeded the $50
limit per expense he is authorized
to use without allocation by the
assembly.

Sophomore Scott Ziance an"I have not decided whether I
aounced to USG he will seek the will seek support of either or both
city council seat independent of political parties in the spring or
student government, hoping to run as an independent in the
garner support from the assem- fall," Ziance said.
bly already split along party
lines.
USG President Kevin Coughlin
had planned to sponsor a student
' 'I will not ask for the support of to contest the seat held by faculty
USG as a group," Ziance said. He member Jim Davidson.
does, however, want the support
of the senators as individuals.
Trouble within the student body
USG should not act as a political surfaced at the meeting when
party, he said.
College Republican Roger

Couglin was rebuked when he
attempted to respond to the accusations.

spond later in the week.
Among other business in the
assembly, a bill designed to reduce partisanship within USG
was introduced and failed.
The bill's main purpose was to
remove the College Republican
seat from USG.
USG senator and College Democrats President Chris Redfern
was unhappy with the bill's failure.

He said the Democrats will not
rest until equally representated,
USG senator David Rice poun- as they now do not hold a seat on
ded on a table and said Coughlin USG.
was responding out of order.
Another senator said the ColHe also called for a continua- lege Democrats did not apply for
tion of assembly business.
a seat until last year and tne ColLater Coughlin said the "accu- lege Republicans should be persations are pretty serious, but mitted to complete the two year
none are true."
contract they have for a USG
He said he would officially re- seat.

Exploding juice recalled
Tropicana Sparklers spoiled during bottling
drinks stemmed from a malfunction in bottling. Due to faulty bottling, spoilage occured, causing
the bottles to pop, said Terry HolTropicana Sparklers, carbon- loway, Tropicana spokesperson.
ated juice drinks sold in UniversiStudents who purchased this
ty cafeterias, are doing more carbonated beverage before or
than sparkling — they are explod- after Christmas break may reing.
turn the product, Schimpf said.
At the University, all of the
"Students can turn them back
Tropicana Sparklers have been in for credit or a cash refund,"
recalled.
Schimpf added.
On Friday, January 11, Hol"We are sending all ours back
to our supplier," Jane Schimpf, loway said Tropicana received
director of Food Operations, said. about six calls from consumers
The problem with the fruit about the exploding drinks.
by Kim Fenlcle
staff writer

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Special Summer Programs
PARSONS IN PARIS June W4HMI «
Pant on the Left Bank, explore prehistoric caves in trie Dordogne. vist the
masterpieces d renaissance art m Tuscany Courses include panting, drawing,
art history and the liberal arts Students may choose to spend the last two
weeks ot the program m the Dordogne or Cortona. Italy
PHOTOGRAPHY IN PARIS June 290uly 29
Study both the aesthetes and the craft of photography in the city that has inspired great photographers to' 150 years Guest lecturers and visits to Parisian
galleries supplement the curriculum

A minor cut on one person's
arm was the only injury reported
to Tropicana from the exploding
drinks, Holloway said.
"We've identified the problem,
and now we're dealing with it,"
Holloway said.

A voluntary withdrawl of this
product now is in effect across the
nation.
Concerned consumers can call
the Tropicana Hotline at
l-flOO-247-1700. Consumers will be
told what to do with the product
and will be given a refund.
"We should have new products
out within two weeks," Holloway
said.
Schimpf said new Sparklers
should be available at the University in three to four weeks.
BG Newi/Jay Murdock
Am I Blue?
There have been no injuries reported on campus, however, conFreshman Chris Rom applies blue hair coloring to freshman Matt
sumers are tola to be careful.
Duncan's hair in a Darrow Hall utility closet Sunday night. DunAccording to Holloway, anyone
can said that he chose blue because "it brings out my eyes."
wishing to dispose of the product
should cover tne cap with a towel,
point the top away from themselves and others, slowly release Budget
the pressure and dispose of the C Continued from page 1.
product.
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photos at

will do and the nature of the
state's economy.
University officials also were
not optimistic about higher education funding in the upcoming
1991-92 and 1992-93 budgets, which
Voinovich will submit in midMarch.
"It's always difficult to know
this far in advance," said Mason,
who serves as the University's

representative to the state legislature. "The rumors indicate that
there is no reason to be optimistic. Obviously the legislature will
have some tough decisions to
make."
Dalton called next year's budget, "a looming cloud on the hori- 5
zon."
"It's going to be very tight," he
said.

Midnight

yi1

C Continued from page 1.
that will send hundreds of allied
war planes roaring into the desert
sky.
But that seems unlikely if Bush
wants to count on the cover of

FASHION IN PARIS June 29-July M
Study the history and contemporary trends ot French fashion design through
visits to Pansian museums and costume collections Guest lecturers and visits
to design studios and retail outlets are pan of the program, as are daily classes
m lashion illustration
HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE & DECORATIVE ARTS IN PARIS
June 2Muly 29
Offered in collaboration with the renowned Musee des Arts Decoratrts this program tocuses on the history of French architecture and European decorative
arts E xcursions to points outside ot Pans are included, last summer, students
visited Versailes. Vau« le Vcomte and Fontainebieau

darkness for an air attack. Midnight here is 8 a.m. in the morning in Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
If Bush decides on a night attack, it could come as soon as
early Wednesday afternoon,
Washington time.

Greenbriar Inc.

MODERN PARIS June 29-Ouly 29
Combining architectural history with drawing, this program focuses on the
development of Pans m the modem penod (1830 to the present)
PALEOLITHIC ART ft ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE DORDOGNE
July 2S-Augu«t 12
Daily class sessions near the town of Les Eyzies de Tayac m southwestern
France are devoted to lectures and guided visits to the areas famous and less
well-known prehistoric caves, living sites and archaeological excavations

B BLUE RIBBON PHOTO = ,

UJe ore leasing the following

1C %

DISCOUNT

locations for the Fall of 1991

\J

On All Darkroom Supplies

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE IN ITALY June 29-July 28
The architectural heritage of Italy is studied in Roma Florence and Venice
where onsrte presentations are made by Parsons faculty

For Students Currently Enrolled in Photo Class

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE ft DECORATIVE ARTS IN GREAT BRITAIN
July S-August 4
'his four-week curriculum, covenng the years 16001900. is offered m London.
with several excursions to nearpy towns and country houses
MALI July 2July 24
IVORY COAST July 25-Auguat 23
irVorkahops m ceramics and libers will introduce students to artists and artisans
m several Ivory Coast villages, where these crafts can be studied in their
original context A photography curriculum examines techniques ot documentation and reportage m regions of great natural beauty and cultural diversity
The history of African an and architecture also is offered A separate curriculum
in Mali is available

PARSONS IN WEST AFRICA

All programs include round trip airfare accommodations and land transfers
Academic credit is available to Qualified students For more information,
return the coupon or call

(212) 741-8975, Ext. 17
P»r»on» School of Design
Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue, N.V., N.Y. 10011
Please send information about:
□
D
G
□

Pa/sons in Paris
Photography in Paris
Fashion in Pans
Architecture & Decorative
Arts in Paris

{ Extra Set of Prints
For a $1
I

$3, $2, $1 Off on
Film Developing
I
I
I

| Just add S1 00 to trie regular price and
we «** o<ve you a aecond set o* cotor
: prints1 Otter good el tne lima ol devel
f Ofang on standard 3'. sue prints from
1110.diac 126 or35mm(C4i
jproceee) 13,18 24 36 aipoaura <oH»
I Traa orter not veM witn any other offer
llimrt one rol per coupon

Good on 110. 128. 35 mm. end (Mc <*n|
(C-41 proceaa) Get *3 oft on 36 evp a
$2 ofl on 24 aip . or $1 o« on 12 16 J
e*p True coupon moet accompany or- I
da* Thai coupon not valid with any otttwl
orler Otter good at time ot derotopng .
One rol per coupon

|Exp

Exp. 1/27/91

1 27 91

BGN

BGN I

We Gladly accept Charts ind crNil Carls
D Modem Paris
Paleolithic Art
O Architecture in Italy
Q Architecture in Great Britain
D Parsons in Weal Africa

Name.

open Miefrl. 9-8; Sat. s-5;

SM.12-9

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

= BLUE RIBBON PHOTO ■
157 N. Main St., B.G. Ph. 353-4244

Address
CHy

i East Merry Avenue Apartments
i Field Manor Apartments
i Frazee Avenue Apartments
i Buff Apartments
i Ridge Manor Apartments

We are
Bowling Green's only full-line
PHOTO STORE
Featuring:
1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras
• Film "

(Across from Uptown)
State

ZIP.

ii

mm

Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717

Boiler blast injures two
Accident damages gameroom, restaurant
TONTOGANY - Two people
were hospitalized in an explosion at Doc's Restaurant Friday, which sent a lunch crowd
rushing into the streets at
about 12:30 p.m.
The explosion, which
centered in an adjoining
gameroom, blew out a door
connected to the restaurant
which, at the time, had an estimated 30-35 patrons.
"I thought it was a bomb going off, bartender Linda
Namron said. "After it happened, everyone started piling
out through the front door."
The explosion was believed
to be caused by a faulty boiler
in the gameroom, but Tonto-

Peace) Continued from page 1.
War jitters drove oil prices up
more than $4 a barrel to $30.25 in
early trading in London.
In Baghdad, members of Iraq's
National Assembly shouted that
they were willing to back Saddam
"with our blood, our souls, we are
ready to sacrifice for Saddam."
At the Iraqi president's urging,
the legislature voted in August to
absorb Kuwait and last month
approved the release of all foreign hostages.
The assembly has voted to give

Columber was transferred
from intensive care to recovery Saturday afternoon. He
was reported in stable condition.
Paramedic and University
student Matt Asm us said he
and paramedic Craig
McCracken found Columber
face down and conscious a few
minutes after the blast.
Columber suffered a laceration to the chest and a fractured left forearm.
Gibson was standing in front
of the restaurant when he was
thrown on to the hood of a car.
Gibson was treated and
released from the hospital at
3:30 p.m. Friday.
Doc's co-owner Al Eluer said
he plans on rebuilding the
gameroom within the next
couple of months.

gany Fire Chief Bud Gill said
Monday tests still are being
done to determine the cause of
the explosion.
"We're pretty sure it was a
malfunction of the boiler," Gill
said.
The restaurant area basically was undamaged by the explosion, while the gameroom,
another seating area and the
former post office connected to
the restaurant received the
worst damage.
The back wall was pushed
out and windows in the front
and the back were shattered.
Injured in the blast were
patrons Tracy Columber and
John Gibson. Both were
treated and then taken to Wood
County Hospital by the local
EMS unit located next door to
Doc's.

by Charles Toil
editorial editor

Saddam full authority over the
gulf crisis.
Assembly speaker Saadi Mehdi
Saleh called Saddam "the knight
of the Arab nation" and said the
nation was behind him in his
showdown with "U.S. imperialism, Zionism and Arab stooges.
"We declare here and now that
we are ready to sacrifice everything for the cause of Palestine.

■O New«/Todd Swonson
One local man was admitted to intensive care otter a boiler exploded at Doc's restaurant in Tontogany. five miles northwest of Bowling Green. Iracy Columber was reportedly the only person In the
gameroom in Friday's explosion. Columber has since been released Irom Intensive care. The blast
was heard as tar as two miles away.

Palestine should be liberated and diplomat, but as you can see, I'm
rights of Palestinians restored," going to be honest and direct." He
len flew to New York, where he
he said.
"A last-minute initiative is now told reporters: "It is perhaps too
up to the Americans because they
are the ones now raising the slo§an of war," Saddam said Sunay.
After meeting with Mitterrand,
Perez de Cuellar said: "The hope
that I had is already gone. I'm a

Give Yourself a Break!
Purchase a Quantum 90 - 95 + plan
for spring semester and get $5 free!
Pick up details at:

Food Operations
Union Information Desk
Take your $95 check and the sign up card to the
Bursars office for processing.

late to embark on anything new."
But in Paris Monday, there
were reports President Chadli
Bendjedid of Algeria was about to

leave on a Middle East peace
mission. Diplomatic sources said
it was rumored that Bendjedid
might go to Iraq or Saudi Arabia.

14
352-0796

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

•1-.50 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

Children

75 • Fare

UNDER 4 YD! Ofl UNDER 40 III

For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons

Ride Free Ol Charge
with adult.

TranM Montfikibon Card Ftoqurtd'

Chid mutt irft m Child Reiuunt

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: WhMlchilr ACCMS ft Group Sailing Avallabl»*at""m,*d
•Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Administrators Office By Appt. Only.

Call 354-6203 For More Information
SERVICE PROVIDER:
RICHARD RAMOS

"Ramos Taxi"

Let Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding

Th* Mrvtc* « fm«nc»d «
part from «n operating u.
htUnc* g/av.1 from tr*
On*o Department of
T*aV.sportat«n

•Any left over money from a Fall plan will also carry
over through spring semester.
Call Food Operations for additional information.
372-7933

1141 S. Main, B.G.
354-2526

6 A.M. -1 A.M. Daily

STARTS JAN. 7

BUY ONE.

GET ONE FOR 59.*

Welcome Back Students!
Shop Churchill's Supermarket for Weekly Values!

Starling January 7. when you buy any six inch SUBWAY
sub. we'll give you a second lor |usl 594. Sink your teeth
into lean deli meats, tender seafood, hearty steak &
cheese or succulent meatballs—all piled
high with crisp garden vegetables on our

tamous Iresh-baked bread Then sink them into another
sub lor just spare change'
(Second sub ol equal or lesser value. Supers not
included. Offer good at participating
SUBWAYS lor limited time)

•SUBDJOV-

828 S. Main

354-2608

iHtMtf/

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

DelMonte Vegetables
Selected Varieties
16-17 oz. cans
2 for 88*

Coca-Cola
All Varieties
12 pk. cans
$2.98

La Fronteriza Tortilla
Chips
16 oz. white or yellow
$1.59

(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

Mueller's Spaghetti
16 oz.
68*

354-2260

Star Cross Spaghetti
Sauce
33 oz.
$1.18

Banquet TV Dinners
Selected Varities
11-12 oz.
$1.18

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
1z

A
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.

Hy Grade
All Meat Hot Dogs
16 oz.
99*

Superior Cottage
Cheese
24 oz.
$1.18

I

McDonald!

BQSU
WOOSTER

PIlM Mul
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Four suspected in vandalism

BLOTTER.
■A resident of the 100 block of
North Enterprise Street reported
someone tried to break into his
apartment last Tuesday.
■A resident of 400 block of Napoleon Road reported 25 baseball
cards and an undisclosed amount
of money were stolen from his
residence last Saturday.
■Jeffrey Habel, 126 Ada Ave.,
was cited for possession of marijuana Friday evening.
■A resident of the 300 block of
Napoleon Road reported he
received a death threat Friday
evening.
■A resident of the 100 block of
South Main Street reported $55 in
cash was stolen from his apartment Friday.

+

PI2ZA

Compus
Pollu«u«s

I

I
I-

the other occupants were asked if
A girl was also in the car, but
they knew anything about the re- was not with the others when the
cent vandalism of several cars in vandalism occurred.
the area.
Owners of damaged vehicles
The officer then saw several should have repairs made and
BB shells on the floor of the car send a copy of the bill to the city
prosecutor s office, according to
and took them as evidence.
the police report.
After being taken to the police
Parents of the juveniles could
station for questioning, two of the
juveniles reportedly admitted be forced to pay "several
shooting out car windows in the thousands of dollars" in damcity and implicated the two other ages, Police Chief Galen Ash
The
driver
of
the
car
—
who
did
■Police received a report of
said.
boys.
not
have
a
driver's
license
—
and
breaking and entering in the 700
block of Sixth Street. Nothing was
stolen but several things in the Governor
apartment were moved around.
Continued from page 1.
"Excellent," he said of Voino- $2 billion deficit.
"He's got $300 million in the
vich's speech. "He laid the
A. Rhodes, 82, under whom Voin- groundwork for jobs and educa- bank," Celeste said of the state's
ovich served as lieutenant gov- tion," Rhodes said.
current "rainy-day" fund.
ernor before resigning in 1978 to
Celeste also was complimen- Celeste conceded that a sagging
run for mayor, heaped praise on tary, but indicated he disagreed national economy may have a
his one-time partner.
with Voinovich's projection of a major impact on Ohio.

+
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our HOT January

onara tutationd!

special of the month Mexican

440 E Court
3529638

dishes and Simpatico

<OUPON-

..l0
***

Four juveniles and their parents may have to pay thousands
of dollars in damages after the
boys allegedly shot BB pellets
through the windows of 73 cars
during the weekend.
The four, who have not yet been
charged, were occupants in a car
which was stopped by a BG city
police officer early Sunday morning.

Come in and see

945 S Main
352-7571

■COUPON

Spaghetti
Dinner

identified amount of money from
the cash box during the weekend.
■A resident of the 100 block of
South Summit Street reported
someone broke into his apartment during the weekend. Nothing was reported stolen.
■Bruce Solheim, 319 Pearl St.,
was cited for domestic violence
during the weekend.
■A resident of the 100 block of
South Church Street reported he
was assaulted by a juvenile at
Taco Bell, 320 E. Wooster St.

American Red Cross
Please give blood

Pooliois

I

■Police responded to a loud
music complaint in the 700 block
of East Wooster Street Saturday
morning.
■A Weston resident reported
his car was stolen while parked at
the College Station, 1616 E. Wooster St., Saturday morning. The
car was later recovered on
Devil's Hole Road after it was hit
by a train.
■Jacqueline Crone, 1066 Melrose St., was cited for domestic
violence Saturday afternoon.
■Clark Myers, 308 Kappa Sigma, was cited for criminal mischief Monday morning.
■An employee of Ebsco Telephone Service, 117 N. Main St.,
reported someone stole an un-

Chef
Salad

Large
Pizza

C<VS
*■*

Insid*. Pickup o* Debvery

InsiOfl. Pickup or Delivery

EXPIRES 2-3-91
F«MXYFW>
i QyM N

EXPIRES 2-3-91
POLLTEVEA

COUPON

COUPON

Small Pan cyioo
Pino
»**
*' 1 Hem Instdo
Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES 2-3-91
niiniH'

Cheese
00
Calzone
Extra Items 80"
Inside Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES 2-3-91
poixv»:rt>

<•

<OUPON-

ERIN
FANDEL

$6 00

w2 Hems
inside. Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES 2-3-91

Welcome Back Students
Cycle Works has:
Great selection of mountain bikes by
Trek, Cannondale, Specialized
We also carry:
'Darts and Accessories
•Rollerblades
248 'A S. Main
352-8578

POU-YCVES
■

COUPON

BG News

.i.i'i N

•COUPON

7" Ham &
Cheese Sub

$4

|

$2

Salesperson of the Week
December 11-14, 1990

Inside Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES 2-3-91
rfHXYKYEM
COUPON

WELCOME

Ite little iftep
N/lonciay-Friciay
8:00 am to A. AS pm

Gifts

Clothing •School Supplies
• Cards •Greek Items

University Union
372-2862

Welcome Back Students from the

UNIVERSITY
UNION
A GREAT PLACE TO BE
Pheasant Room
372-2596

Bowl 'n' Greenery
372-2235

An ala Carte luncheon and dinner
in a traditional dining atmosphere.
Quantum 90 card accepted for
evening meals and Sunday Buffet
(starting Sept. 9)

Three homemade soups daily, hot
buffet, salad bar buffet and baked
potatoes. Quantum 90 card accepted
after 4 p.m.

Prout & Prout Annex
Hot line menu, salad bar and cold
sandwich line.
Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day

Ice Cream Shoppe
Featuring 16 flavors, homeade
novelties, and ice cream pies
for special occasions.

The Pizza Outlet
372-6945
Fresh pizza and subs made to order
within 10 minutes. Quantum 90
card accepted after 6 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m.-l 1 p.m.

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. Wooster St.
353-7732
SBX wishes BGSU students
the best in 1991!

Support Falcon athletics!

Information Desk
Check cashing, newspapers,

magazines, hotel reservations.
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

The Little Shop
372-2962
Gift ideas, office supplies, cards,
souvenirs, and Greek keepsakes.

Meeting Rooms
372-2241
Services available free of charge for
University faculty, staff and student
groups and organizations.

l

Buckeye Room
372-8071
Bowling & Pocket Billiards
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
Sat.-Sun Noon-10 p.m.

Falcon's Nest
Featuring fast short-order,
line and cafeteria.
GRILL
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Bakery
Baked goods fresh daily, dried
fruits, nuts and candy. Quantum 90
card accepted after 6 p.m.

Building Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
Sat.
9 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
Sun.9 a.m.-10 p.m

Catering
372-2598
Services available 7 days a week
for groups from two to 2,000. Call
for more information

Union Hotel
372-2741
23 Rooms available 7 days a week
throughout the regular year.

Falcons use defense to rip Central
~

Venable's 27 provide offense for BG's third-straight victory
by Matt Schroder
sports editor

Scouting the men's basketball
team must be as challenging as
trying to defeat it on the court.
The Falcons' earned their
latest win, a 72-57 shellacking of
Central Michigan at Anderson
Arena, without using two
weapons Chippewas' head coach
Charlie Coles feared after watching the films.
Bowling Green won Saturday
without employing its traps on
defense. Also missing were the
services of dangerous scorer Billy Johnson, who head coach Jim
Larranaga said, sat out due to a
"coaching decision."
What the Falcons did use was
muscle on the boards, pinpoint
second half shooting, and a brilliant performace by Ginton Venable to improve their record to 8-5
overall, 3-1 in the Mid-American
Conference.
Despite not having to resort to
constant trapping, the BG defense forced 14 turnovers and
held Central to 46 percent shooting from the floor.

"We have preached and repeated over and over again that
defense wins," Larranaga said.
"You do what you have to do defensively to control the game.
"Our man-to-man today was
excellent. The key to the ball
game was we played good defense for 40 minutes," the coach
added.
The offense wasn't too shabby
either.
Venable hit nine of 18 from the
floor and two three-pointers and
led all scorers with 27 points. It
was the fifth time this season
Venable led the team.
"In the last three games and
throughout practice, (Venable)
has been extremely consistent,
which is really what you're looking for," Larranaga said. "He's
playing with a great sense of control, following directions very
well, and the result is we're functioning well as a team."
"We've known all along if we
practice well, we'll play well.
Sometimes I have to take my
time in order to run the offense a
little better," Venable said of his
uncharacteristic six turnovers.
Bowling Green finished with a

37-24 rebounding advantage
which meant the Chippewas were
not earning too many second
shots on offense.
Forward Tom Hall grabbed a
game-high 10 boards and added
seven points coming off the bench
to spark the team. Hall's best
game statistically came Dec. 14
against Alabama State when he
scored 17 points and claimed 11
rebounds.
"You know who I hate to see
coming into the game that's Tom
Hall," Coles saia "He may be the
best sixth man in the conference."
Back-up forward Derek Kizer
also helped the Falcons' cause
with six points and a rebound in
10 minutes.
Despite losing by 15, CMU
played BG virtually even in the
first half. The Chippewas went
into the locker room trailing
29-26, and finished the initial 20
minutes with two easy shots
under the hoop.
But whatever momentum they
had evaporated quickly into the
Anderson Arena rafters as the
Falcons began the second half on
fire. In the first 2:20, BG out-

scored the visitors 10-2, and kept
rolling from there.
"We started gJtting very impatient at the offensive end and BG
came out for the second half and
pretty much said, 'it's over
with,'" Coles said.
Bowling Green's largest lead of
tho game was at the nine minute
mark when Michael Huger fed
Hall for a layup which put the
Falcons up 58-39. But the game's
most specatacular play came 40
seconds before that.
Joe Moore went flying out of
bounds to save the ball and hurled
it blindly over his head to Hall,
who was standing at the threepoint arc. Looking for someone to
pass to. Hall found Moore slashing underneath the basket for a
two-handed slam dunk. Moore
finished with 13 points and four
assists.
"What we're doing well right
now is practicing hard, getting
good bench production, and
Diking one game at time," Larranaga said. "Our defense is
creating opportunities for the
offense and the intensity is
there."

Women's basketball falls to YSU
YOUNGSTOWN - The women's basketball team gained its
first lead of the second naif when
forward Judit Lendvay drove the
lane at 9:38.
But it didn't
last long.
Youngstown
State outscored
the Falcons 25-3
the rest of the
way to win 76-55
Monday night.
BG dropped
its third
straight game Voll
and now stands
6-9. YSU improves to 14-2.
The Penguins scored nine of the
last 11 points of the first half to
BO New*/Greg Horvath
Falcon senior point guard Clinton Venable goes airborn tor two of his take a 38-31 lead into the locker
game-high 27 points in Saturday's win over Central Michigan. He was room. A six-point lead by Youngsnine-ot-18 Irom the floor and seven-of-eight from the foul line.
town was the biggest previous

margin.
Diane Rappach (15 points) and
Jenny Robinson accounted for 28
of Youngstown's 38 points in the
first half while Andrea Nordmann's nine points led the Falcons.
Both teams shot less than 40
percent from the field in the first
20 minutes.
The Falcons slowly worked on
the Penguins' lead in the second
half, catching the host school at
10:18 on a pair of free throws by
freshman Talita Scott.
A Lendvay field goal 40 seconds
later gave the Falcons their first
lead since early in the opening
half.
But BG would go over six
minutes without scoring again
while Youngstown was scoring 16
unanswered points for a 67-52

lead. A Susie Cassell free throw
at 3:34 broke Youngstown's
string, but the damage had
already been done.
BG would manage just one field
goal the rest of the way.
Nordmann, the only BG player
in double figures, led the Falcons
with 13 points and 11 rebounds.
Rappach led Youngstown with 22,
including four three-point field
goals, while Robinson finished
with 19.
BG held YSU's leading scorer,
Margaret Somple, to just seven
points.
BG shot just 33.8 percent from
the floor in the game.

Traci Gorman had the hot hand
for the Falcons, going eight-for-14
from the floor (19 points).
Cassell. Nordmann, and Lendvay also hit double figures in a
losing cause.
Central's Suzy Merchant and
Sue Nissen were too much for BG
as the pair combined for 39
points, 16 rebounds, seven assists, and four steals.
The Falcons were again outshot, as the Chippewas converted
53 percent of its field goals to
BG's 41 percent.
CMU stayed atop the MAC at
3-0, and boast an 11-2 record
overall.

Saturday at home against CenThe Falcons will take Wednestral Michigan, the women's team day off and travel to Eastern
lost 72-«0, falling to 2-2 in the Mid- Michigan Saturday to take on the
Hurons.
American Conference.

Unlikely players leers drop pair to Lake Superior
duke it out on ice
by Charles Toil
editorial editor

Ali-Frazier?...BG's Martin Jiranek and LSSU's Jimmy Dowd
might have been the last two players expected to duke it out during a game, but that's exactually what happened in Friday's
game — sort of.
With four ticks left on the clock, Jiranek and Dowd stood each
other up near the scorers table away from the play. Both players
struggled at arm's length from each other, but whether a punch
was thrown or not nobody knows.
After the linesmen broke up the fight, both players were handed game disqualification penalties. As a result, both had to sit
out Saturday's game.
"I wasn't going to through a punch until he was and I think he
was waiting for the same thing," Jiranek said. "Neither one of
us are fighters and neither one of us wanted to get kicked out of
the game.
LSSU head coach Jeff Jackson saw it in a similar way.
"I thought it was a ridculus call," he said. "Taking two very
good offense players who probalby haven't gotten anything but a
minor penalty in their careers is a joke. I thought it was a disgrace.
Hot Lakers...BG isn't the only team LSSU has been beating.
The Lakers are on neat streak of 11-0-1. They haven't lost since
their 4-1 setback at Ferris State on Nov. 24.
The Lakers are now 17-0-1 when leading after two period this
season and 145-5-6 when leading after two since the start of the
1984-85 season.
LSSU also outshot the Falcons 62-40 in the series, including
35-14 Friday night. Thus far, it has proven to be one of the
Lakers' strongest areas. They lead the CCHA with an outstanding . 74 goals against average.
In the series, the Lakers weren't greedy, spreading the 12
goals around to nine different players. Saturday, all six goals
were scored by different players.
The Lakers have beaten the Falcons five straight times dating
back to their 4-2 win over BG in the CCHA Semi-Finals at Joe
Louis Arena last March.
Where's Matt?...Senior assistant captain Matt Ruchty was
benched for the second time in two weeks by York because of
questionable penalties.
Saturday, Ruchty was sent off the ice midway through the second period after being sent to the box for a viciuos slashing penalty as the Lakers' John Hendry knocked in the team's first goal.
"He has to be accountable for what he does," York said. "I
thought it was a poor reflection of our team. You got to handle
frustration. He did not handle frustaration.''
Penalty shot...BG's Peter Holmes attempted the Falcons' second penalty shot of the season after an LSSU defensemen was
called for knocking the net off its magnets during a goal-mouth
scramble.
Holmes went straight in and decided to take a direct shot to
LSSU's Darrin Madeley glove side. Madeley picked off the puck
to stop the score.
"I was scraed to death as he was coming down," Madeley
said. "I waited for him to make his move and ne shot it to the gcgldU he
11C U1U.
lve and I'mII glad
did."
I was going to go upstairs the whole way down, but I
"I knew' 11
ot
it
very
well. Holmes said. "I shot it right into his
didn't shoot i
glove."
Brett Harkins attempted the Falcons only other penalty shot
this season against Miami. He was also stopped.
Compiled by BG News editoral editor Charles Toil.

Fifty minutes of solid play
might be good enough for the
hockey team to squeak out victories against teams of lesser talent.
But Saturday night against the
No. 1 team in the nation, Lake
Superior, it was only good enough
to keep the sparce crowd of 3,385
fans around for the final buzzer.
The result was a 6-3 Laker victory, completing a weekend and
series sweep of the Falcons and
sending BG to its longest losing
streak (8) in school history. Friday night, the Lakers hammered
out a 6-2 triumph in front of 2,695
spectators at the Ice Arena.
The losses drop BG (11-13-2,
9-11-2 in the CCHA) into a fifthplace tie with Western Michigan
in the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. LSSU (20-3-2, 17-2-3)
remains alone in first place. The

Lakers have gone 11-0-1 since its
last setback at Ferris State on
Nov. 24.
The longest BG losing streak
prior to this was seven games set
four times. The most current
streak occurred during 1979-80
season, Jerry York's first year at
the helm. After 26 games the previous two seasons, the Falcons
were 16-10.
"We have to be patient. We're
talented, but we have a ways to
go in a lot of different areas,"
York said. "The puck was bouncing our way the first half of the
year and maybe it hid some of
inexperience and youth. We're
rebuilding. We knew that early.
It might have been that lack of
experience that hurt BG the most
when they seemed to fall apart
late in the game. The Lakers
broke open a 2-2 tie midway
through the third period when
Tim Bres 1 in's wrap around shot
from the right side crossed in

front of the net to an open Clayton
Beddoes who deposited his seventh goal of the season at the 8:45
mark.
Breslin's goal seemed to take
some of the life out of the Falcons
and less then a minute later the
Lakers were on the board again
when Doug Weight knocked in his
twelfth of the season on a turnaround shot from the left circle.
Dan Bylsma's fifth redlighter
of the season pulled BG back
within one with nine minutes to
play, but Paul Constantin's blueline shot past Angelo Libertucci
two minutes later ended any
hopes for a Falcon comeback.
"We had a game plan to go by
and we really didn't execute it in
the first two periods." LSSU head
coach Jeff Jackson said. "It's
very hard to implement a system
with so many penalties.
"We're a good five-on-five
team. That's when we're at our
best."

Both teams were penalized
heavily in the first two periods
(BG 9, ISSU 10), but neither
team was whistled in the crucial
third period.
Despite all the penalites, both
teams failed miserbly on the
power play. LSSU was only 1-7
(2-12 in the series), while BG
sputtered through an 0-7 (1-12)
performance.
For the season, the Falcons are
converting on only .201 of their
power plays. "We're not quite as
sharp or as smart with the puck
as we should be," York said.
LSSU came out clicking on
their power play in Friday's
contest when Jeff Napierala (17
goals-15 assists-32 points) scored
a 1:11 into the game. BG's Glen
Mears was called for a tripping
penalty 12 seconds into the game.
Constantin added another score
later in the first giving the Lakers
a 2-0 lead entering the second
period.
Matt Ruchty (9-12-21) scored
BG's first goal early in the second
period and Brett Harkins'
(18-25-13) tying goal just 3:55 into
the third period inserted some
lost energy into the team and the
crowd.
But that would be as close as
the Falcons would get. LSSU defensemen Karl Johnston knocked
in a backhand shot through Libertucci four minutes later on a
four-on-four and it was all but
over.

Similar to Saturday's game,
the third goal seemed to deflate
the Falcons as LSSU took command and knocked in three more
less than spectacular scores.
"Their third, fourth and fifth
goals I would term as soft goals,"
York said. "They really didn't
have to earn them. We kind of
i" ust gave them goals and that
roke open what was really a
tight game."
The Falcons haven't won since
Dec. 8 against North Dakota.
And, the road doesn't get much
easier with second-place Michigan on schedule for next weekend.
"We're all positive and we
know we can do it," sophomore
Ken Klee said about turning
around the streak. "We have to
take it one game at a time
■O Nawt/Jay Murdock whether we're winning or losing.
BG sophomore right winger Rick Mulllns lights off Lake Superior State's Karl Johnston lor the loose puck. The If they're the best team in the
country, we're right there."
Falcons dropped a two-game set with the Lakers over the weekend.
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Kent State to join Columnist digs up Falcon gymnasts
CCHA next season old NFL records defeat Flashes
MA C names week's best
NASHVILLE, TON-In a vote Conference (four). Big Ten
taken by CCHA Council (Athletic (three). Great Lakes IntercolleDirectors and Faculty Repre- giate Conference (two) and Assosentatives from member institu- ciation of Mid-Continent Univertions) at the Annual NCAA Con- sities (one).
vention, Kent State University
TOLEDO (AP) - Ball State
was unanimously approved as the
10th member of the Central Col- guard Emanuel Cross and Ohio
legiate Hockey Association.
University guard Laura Reding
have been selected as the MidThe Golden Flashes will begin American Conference players of
play in the CCHA for the 1992-93 the week.
season. CCHA Council Chair
Cross, a 6-foot-l senior from
Dean Davenport said KSU will be
a "positive influence on the Chicago, totaled 43 points, four
CCHA having a competitve pro- rebounds, seven assists and three
steals as Ball State won twice last
gram in place already."
week. He had 21 points in Ball
"Kent State paid the highest State's wins over Kent State and
membership fee ($100,000) Tor a Slippery Rock. He made 14 of 24
Division I NCAA Hockey admis- field goal attempts and 11 of 13
sion in NCAA history,'' CCHA free throws in the two games.
Commissioner Bill Beagan said.
Reding, a 5-9 senior from
Beagan stated that Kent's Granville, totaled 58 points, 15
membership fee bodes well for rebounds, eight assists and five
the credibility of Divison I NCAA steals in two games last week.
college hockey and the committ- She scored 29 points in OU's 77-66
ment to hockey behind Kent's ap- victory over Bowling Green and
plication for membership in the had 29 points again in an 81-78 loss
at Eastern Michigan Saturday.
CCHA.
She made 21 of 29 field goal atThe CCHA is now comprised of tempts and 14 of 17 free throws in
schools from the Mid-American the two games.

CALL NOW!!
Semester
Deals
at

at Eppler North

by Jim Litke
AP sports writer

NEW YORK (AP) - What little Dorothy kept repeating on her
way out of Oz has become a kind of mantra for the NFL: There's
no place like home. There's no place like home. There's no place
like home.
It seems clear now that the regular season could have been
called off the moment each of the league's four surviving teams
— the 49ers, Giants, Bills and Raiders — clinched the home field
for the duration of the playoffs.
The stumbling and bumbling and grumbling that beset that
quartet in the weeks that followed filled reporters' notebooks
and yielded some much-needed footage for somebody else's
highlight films. But the truth is, they already had what they
wanted most.
"Some kind of letdown at the end of the (regular) season is inevitable," Chicago linebacker Ron Rivera said after the Bears
were hammered 31-3 Sunday by the Giants. "You play with such
intensity for the 11 or 12 weeks it takes to get the home-field advantage, then you spnd the rest of the time trying to adjust to
whatever cards you re dealt.
"I'm not saying that us being home would have had any bearing on this game,' he added. "But I sure would have liked to find
out."
•
How difficult is it to win on the road come playoff time?
The best indicator might be the fact that 56 wild card teams
have been shuffled into the playoff deck since 1970, and since
then exactly one — the 1980 Oakland Raiders — has won the
Super Bowl. Over the past 15 years, a wild-card team has
reached the Super Bowl every five years — X, XV and XX, for
those of you scoring by Roman numerals — but with Washington
and Miami getting bounced this weekend, none will make it to
XXV.
And it does not figure to get any easier.
As if the homebodies needed another advantage, when the
NFL added a third wild-card entrant in each conference earlier
this year, it balanced the number of games in the tournament by
giving the two divisional winners with the best records in each
conference two weeks off.
By any measure, the Giants vs. Bears figured to be the closest
of the four matchups offered and just the opposite turned out to
be true.

The gymnastics team opened
its season on a successful note
with a 181.25 -176.25 victory over
Kent State on Sunday at Eppler
North.
Junior Julie Zickes led the Falcons in the all-around competition with a score of 36.25 (career
best) while sophomore Robin
Wall and junior Mary Beth Friel
posted scores of 36.15 and 35.95,
respectively.
BG secured the top three spots
in the meet.
Senior Kim Crawford captured
the vault with a 9.40 showing.
Friel finished second with a 9.25,
freshman Carrie Lambdin took
third with a 9.15 mark, next was
Zickes' 9.05, and freshman Jenny
Nacca finished in a fifth place tie
with Wall (9.00).

On the uneven bars, Wall took
meet honors with a 9.20. Zickes
turned in the next highest mark
(8.95, fifth place), followed by
junior Kathy Altonen with 8.80,
and sophomore Stacy Davis' 8.5
(career best).
Leading the way for the Falcons on the balance beam were
Friel with a 9.25, senior Nikki
Condon and Wall, each with a
9.20, and Crawford and Zickes,
who both scored a 9.0.
In the floor exercise, Condon,
Friel, and Zickes finished with
scores of 9.25, good for a share of
third place.
BG, 1-0, travels to Kentucky on
Friday for a 7:30 p.m. meet before returning home to host Michigan on Jan. 25 at 6:30p.m.

Men's tennis team
back from tourney
The men's tennis team recently
completed action in the Milwaukee Tennis Classic XVI at the
Healthfare Tennis Center on Jan
8-9. The tournament was hosted
by Marquette.
Competing for the Falcons
were seniors Doug Dickinson,
Mike Teets and Steve Mudre,
sophmores Justin Overholser and
Jay Adler, and freshmen Jeff
Huffman, Jim Snyder, Richard
Watson, and Todd Koehler.
Teets and Watson were the only
BG players to capture openinground. Teets downed Matt Tobin

NEWLOVE
RENTALS

Do You Have the

of Marquette (4-6,6-0,7-5) on Jan.
8, but was eliminated by Ferris
State's Paul Marcum (6-2,6-1) on
Jan. 9.
Watson defeated MU's Mike
Cavillo (6-0, 6-1) on Jan. 8 and
then bested Kevin Hinkle of Wisconsin-Green Bay (6-4, 6-4) on
Jan. 9 before losing to Arkansas'
Marcus Hilpert (7-6, 7-5) later in
the day.
The Falcons next action is at
the Ft. Wayne Invitational on
Jan. 18-20.

DORM BLUES?
Newlove Rentals

|>-eg*%
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HARD BODYS
GYM
510E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 354-5060

can solve your
problem with
350
apartments,

1
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HAIRCARE
SCULPTURED
NAILS

L^aroudet' d5eaulu
FULL-SERVICE SALON
Bring in this ad and

duplexes,
houses
to choose from.

»m
352-5260

328 S. Main

*

receive a haircut for just $7.50
or 30% OFF PERMS

9-5:30 Mon • Sat.
9-8 Thurs.. Fri

Offer Expires 1-29-91

['Atl.MITCHKLL

140 E. Wooster
352-0800

DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT
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Super Service Specials
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AP names Montana Rose begins 1,000
Male Athlete of Year hours of service
by John Nelson

"He's special. He has an aura about
him...With Joe, you almost telt if every game
NEW YORK - While the
San Francisco 49ers are trying was a Super Bowl, you'd be undefeated."
AP sport? writer

to Threepeat as Super Bowl
champions, their quarterback,
Joe Montana, has repeated as
The Associated Press Male
Athlete of the Year.
Montana became the fifth
athlete to win the award twice
and the fourth to win it consecutively, edging out Texas
Rangers pitcher Nolan Ryan in
balloting announced Monday
bytheAP.
Last week, Montana was
named the NFL's Most Valuable Player for the second
straight season by the AP.
Montana, 34, who passed for
274 yards and two touchdowns
in San Francisco's 28-10
Eilayoff victory over Washingon on Saturday, received 33 of
a possible 138 first-place votes
and 259 points.
"He's special," former 49ers
center Randy Cross said. "He
has an aura about him. It's an
air. O.J. had it. Namath, Staubach, Graham, Luckman,
guys like that. With Joe, you
almost felt if every game were
a Super Bowl, you'd be undefeated. It's almost not fair.
He's never played a huge
game that he hasn't won."
Ryan, 43, who surpassed
5,000 career strikeouts and
pitched his sixth no-hitter last
season, had more first-place

-Randy Cross, former 49er's center
votes (36) but wound up with
254 points. Wayne Gretzky of
the Los Angeles Kings was a
distant third with 11 first-place
votes and 104 points.
AP-member sports writers
and broadcasters were asked
to vote for three athletes, with
a first-place vote worth five
points, second three and third
one.
Montana, who already has
led the 49ers to four Super
Bowl titles, is the first man
since sprinter Carl Lewis to
win consecutively. Lewis won
the award in 1983 and '84. Also
two-time winners are pitcher
Sandy Koufax (1963-65), golfer
Byron Nelson (1944-45) and
tennis player Don Budge
(1937-38).

then, he has been the Super
Bowl MVP three times, fast
year setting Super Bowl records with 13 consecutive
completions and five touchdown passes in a 55-10 victory
over Denver last year. He has
thrown for 34,998 yards and 242
touchdowns in his career.
This season, he led the 49ers
to a 14-2 record and was the
league's seventh-leading passer with an 89.0 rating, one
year after setting an NFL record with a 112.4 rating. He led
the NFC with a completion
rate of 61.7 percent, threw 26
touchdown passes, and set a
club record with 3,944 passing
yards.

Montana is the 12th football
Edayer to win the award, alhough none other than Montana has won it since O.J.
Simpson in 1973. The award,
initiated in 1931, has gone to
baseball players 22 times.
Montana started his career
with the 49ers in 1979. Since

Last August, Montana
signed a four-year contract extension through the 1994
season, when he will have
played 16 seasons in the NFL.
"I've played for so long it's
actually part of my life," Montana once said. "... Eventually, it's going to be over, and
when it is over, there is no
coming back to it."

oilmen

THE
TANNING
CENTER

ITOPPfllJ^ 352-0077

SPRING SPECIAL

I Karate Starts Tonight

©

Offer Good at all

3 Locations
• 143 W. Wooster
* 248 N. Main
• 993 S. Main
• 18 tanning beds available
• all facilities are air conditioned
We match all
competiton's tanning
prices.

Copy 'round the Clock at Kinko's!

Rose, baseball's all-time hits
leader, is working rotating assignments at Heberle and four
other inner-city elementary
schools until the end of the school
year.
He is living at Talbert House, a

352-4663

"Obviously, the next three
months will be a lot more fun than
the last five," Rose said last
week. "I'm really looking forward to working with the kids. I
have a thousand hours and I think
I can do something for the kids.
I'm going to do these thousand
hours to the best of my ability and
turn the page on this.''
Rose's assignments at the
school will be determined by gym
teachers.
Asked what he would tell the
youngsters, Rose said, "I didn't
make it up, but I like, 'Get high on
sports, don't get high on drugs.'"
After the school year ends,
Rose is to complete his community service by working with boys
and girls at a Cincinnati recreation center in a low-income
neighborhood.

v

Hoying, a 6-foot-5,
210-pound quarterback, led
St. Henry to a 14-0 record
and the Division V state
champion. He completed
105 ot 180 passes for 1,736
yards and 20 touchdowns
during the regular season.
He was intercepted just five
times. After the season he
was named Mr. Football by
The Associated Press as
Ohio's best prep player.

^eneder,
-■

1432 E. Wooster
Free Delivery

OPEN:
11:00 am Daily

*
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si Mil ER.
HURDLER
SPRIN I ER
PAI ER ...
RUNNER. .
K H K3ER ...

REG
9"

Ham, Salami, Provolone Cheese
Swiss & Provolone

S I 25

lurkrs

S I 25
S3 25

...

Ham & Swiss
I mi.I

S i «».-.

Roasi Beel
Ham, salami, rurkey Swiss, Provotone< heese
Salami, Turkey, Pepperoni, Provolone < heese
Roasi Beef, Ham, Turke> Provolone ( heese

MARA I IK)\
WALKAWAY
RELAY

53.95

S 1 • .-,
S3 25

s.i 25

lAbove subs sian with mayo lettuce, lomaio onion, hot peppers < iregant i Italian dressing)
[Above subs made l mi on request)

Free Pop
with any
9" sub
purchase

1
1
1

Free Pop
with any large
chef or
Greek salad

1
1
1

Free Pop
with any pasta
platter
add S1 00 for meal balls |

Free Pop
with any
9" sub
purchase
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"Your Connection to the World"
Welcome Back On & Off-campus Students!
JS*^&\Specials - Deals - Bonus
"Second Semester Deal"
includes
Basic service January 5-May 10
Basic installation
For one Payment of $59.95
SAVE UP
TO 26%
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CANCER.

It can also help
you reduce your weight.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY"

CINCINNATI — Pete Rose
went to school today to begin
serving a court-ordered community service sentence as a gym
teacher's aide.
The former Cincinnati Reds
manager showed up at Heberle
Elementary School wearing
sunglasses, blue jeans and running shoes shortly after students
reported for school.
Rose, 49, must do 1,000 hours of
community service as part of his
sentence for cheating on his income taxes.
Asked if he expected the job to
be fun. Rose said, "Yeah, it will
be a fun job."

COLUMBUS, O. (AP) Three first team All-Ohio
selections — including Mr.
Football, Bob Hoying of St.
Henry — have verbally
committed to attend Ohio
State this fall, according to
a broadcast report Monday.
Also committing to OSU
were defensive lineman
Craig Powell of Youngstown
Rayen and offensive lineman Greg Kuszmaul of
Warren Kennedy, Columbus
television station WBNS reported.
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And since a 12-year study shows
thai being 40% or more overweight
puts you at high risk,
it makes sense to follow these
guidelines tor healthy living1
Eat plenty of fruits and
vegetables rich In vitamins A
and C—oranges, cantaloupe,
strawberries, peaches, apricots,
broccoli, cauliflower, brussel
sprouts, cabbage. Eat a highfiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cereals
such as oatmeal, bran and wheat.
Eat lean meats, fish, skinned
poultry and low-fat dairy
products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
For more information.
calM-800-ACS-2345

by John Nolan
AP Writer

Cincinnati halfway house to
which he was released Jan. 7
after serving five months in the
federal prison camp in Marion,
IU.
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Favorites lead Australian Open Wyche satisfied

with his 9-7 team

Becker, Graf fight off wind, weather to set a quick pace
by Steve Wilstein
AP lennis writer

MELBOURNE, Australia —
Boris Becker and Steffi Graf,
more predictable than the weird
weather, stylishly kicked off the
Australian Open on a day when
courtside temperatures plunged
from 110 degrees to 60.
Midday winds took the edge off
the heat, blue skies turned purple, feathery clouds gave way to
rain. Through it all tennis balls
kept flying, outdoors and indoors,
for 13% hours Monday.
Becker paused only during a
brief sprinkle and the closing of
the retractable roof above center
court before beating Jeremy
Bates 6-4, 6-2, 6-3. Graf slowed
down just long enough to allow
her opponent, Jennifer Santrock,
to catch her breath in their
48-minute, 6-3,6-0 match.
Also, fourth-seeded Gabriela
Sabatini, putting behind her

Here's
looking at

memory of the severely sprained
ankle she suffered here a year
ago, defeated dangerous newcomer Linda Harvey-Wild 6-3,
6-1.
Becker, ranked No. 2 behind
Stefan Edberg, could take over
the No. 1 spot if he wins this title.
But first he'd just like to get past
the quarterfinals, something he
hasn t done in five appearances
here. He came to Australia three
weeks ago to adjust to the heat
and work on his hard-court game,
but then lost first-round matches
in back-to-back tournaments.
Some players are wondering
whether Becker will ever do well
here.
"He could have another 10 attempts" and not win, Bates said.
"After all, Borg never won the
U.S. Open and Lendl's never won
Wimbledon, i think Boris has a
chance to win here, probably
more than Lendl has of winning
Wimbledon."
Becker's work before the tournament paid off with a better
first-round performance than
he's usually had here, though he's

n

never suffered the indignity of
losing an opening match.
"I'm feeling a little bit better
about my timing," Becker said.
A wildly cheering crowd of
British fans roared on each point
Bates won, but they failed to distract Becker. Neither was Becker
put off by a break in play to wipe
off the court and close the roof
when the rain came at 6-4,4-0.
Graf ran her Australian Open
victory streak to 22 as she opened
her bid for a fourth straight title
and answered the bold talk of her
rivals, who claim she is more
vulnerable than ever.
Graf sported a shorter haircut
and a blood-red bandana that
gave her a lean, mean look.
Sprinting around the court and
showing off a stronger topspin
backhand than she's ever had.

\

\
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Preferred Properties Co.
Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00-4:30 Mon-Fri

Graf raced to a 4-0 lead before
losing concentration and making
four straight errors in a service
break.
Santrock, ranked 151 but hardly
intimidated amid all the reports
of Graf's imminent demise, held
her next two services with deep,
angled shots off her left-handed
forehand. But she could do little
once Graf regained her rhythm
and pounded the ball throughout
the second set.
"I feel I'm hitting the ball better than at this time last year,"
said Graf, who hasn't won a
Grand Slam event since winning
here a year ago. "In the first set,
I tried a little too much. But in the
second set, I was calmer. I served
better and concentrated well."

Stay tuned to

\

^

The BG News

/
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He and fellow wide receiver
Eddie Brown combined for lust
three pass receptions Sunday.
Brown and McGee saw the ball
increasingly less this season as
the Bengals emphasized the running game.
Quarterback Boomer Esiason
completed eight of 15 passes Sunday. It was the seventh consecutive game in which the Bengals
threw 22 times or less.
Esiason suggested that the
Bengals should decide at some;
point whether they want to;
"pound it or throw it."

SOCKMAN AUTOMOTIVE
432 Ridge Street • 352-3607
2 Blocks From Campus

FULL SERVICE AUTO REPAIR

B.G.S.U.

In Our 10th Year
•Tune-ups •Shocks 'Brakes
•Radiator & Heater Repair
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•A.S.E. Certified Technicians
•Towing to our shop $20.00
from anywhere on campus
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Magazines & Books Panama Jack
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players say the team should consider changes for the 1991 season.
"They've got to get us back into
it," wide receiver Tim McGee
said.

WELCOME BACK

CHECK OUT OUR NEW LINE OF
COLLEGE SHOEBOX CARDS_

1 & 2 bedroom apts. available
Piedmont - 8th & High St.
Birchwood - 650 Sixth St.
Mini Mall - S. Main

CINCINNATI (AP) - Coach
Sam Wyche is irked by suggestions that his Cincinnati Bengals
team was an underachieving unit
this season.
"Nine-and-seven was about
where we belonged," said Wyche,
who brushes off criticisms that
the Bengals were inconsistent
and unfocused this season. "That
was good enough to be the best in
our division, and we went through
that way the entire season. That's
not a roller-coaster ride."
The Bengals won the AFC Central Division with a 9-7 record and
beat Houston in the AFC playoffs
before Sunday's 20-10 loss to the
Raiders in Los Angeles. A year
ago, the Bengals finished 8-8 and
missed the playoffs, just a season
after having gone to the Super
Bowl.
But some of the Bengals

'Simply
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You're doing more. . So you need the card that does more. . .
Mid Am's Owl Card.
The Owl Card is the one and only 24-hour banking card to carry.
Now, you can get cash whenever and wherever you need it.
Not only does it let you make deposits, pay bills and transfer
funds, it also gives you access to any OWL, MONEY STATION,
CIRRUS and Plus System.
Stop in today to Mid Am's University Banking Center and fill out an
OWL Card application, and see why Mid Am is "Your Kind of
Bank."

24 hr. Banking Nationwide
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MM American National Bank ft TVurt Co.
UMVER8ITY BANKING CENTER
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LOOKING TO MOVE OFF
CAMPUS NEXT YEAR?
THEN JOIN US FOR OUR 7th ANNUAL

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
Tuesday, January 22, 1991
7-9 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
COME CHECK OUT PRICES AND AVAILABILITY
OF HOUSING IN BOWLING GREEN
Meet-Landlords
City Officials
University Officials

Price List of available apartments will be provided!
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL
FREE REFRESHMENTS SERVED

Sponsored by: Off Campus Housing Office

For more information: 372-2458
Come and Brouse
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Favorites lead Australian Open Wyche satisfied

with his 9-7 team

Becker, Graf fight off wind, weather to set a quick pace
by Steve Wilstein
AP tennis writer

MELBOURNE, Australia Boris Becker and Steffi Graf,
more predictable than the weird
weather, stylishly kicked off the
Australian Open on a day when
courtside temperatures plunged
from 110 degrees to 60.
Midday winds took the edge off
the heat, blue skies turned purple, feathery clouds gave way to
rain. Through it all tennis balls
kept flying, outdoors and indoors,
for 13V4 hours Monday.
Becker paused only during a
brief sprinkle and the closing of
the retractable roof above center
court before beating Jeremy
Bates 6-4, 6-2, 6-3. Graf slowed
down just long enough to allow
her opponent, Jennifer Santrock,
to catch her breath in their
48-minute, 6-3,6-0 match.
Also, fourth-seeded Gabriela
Sabatini, putting behind her

Here's
looking at

memory of the severely sprained
ankle she suffered here a year
ago, defeated dangerous newcomer Linda Harvey-Wild 6-3,
6-1.
Becker, ranked No. 2 behind
Stefan Edberg, could take over
the No. 1 spot if he wins this title.
But first he'd just like to get past
the quarterfinals, something he
hasn t done in five appearances
here. He came to Australia three
weeks ago to adjust to the heat
and work on his hard-court game,
but then lost first-round matches
in back-to-back tournaments.
Some players are wondering
whether Becker will ever do well
here.
"He could have another 10 attempts" and not win, Bates said.
"After all, Borg never won the
U.S. Open and Lendl's never won
Wimbledon, i think Boris has a
chance to win here, probably
more than Lendl has of winning
Wimbledon."
Becker's work before the tournament paid off with a better
first-round performance than
he's usually had here, though he's

U

never suffered the indignity of
losing an opening match.
"I'm feeling a little bit better
about my timing," Becker said.
A wildly cheering crowd of
British fans roared on each point
Bates won, but they failed to distract Becker. Neither was Becker
put off by a break in play to wipe
off the court and close the roof
when the rain came at 64,4-0.
Graf ran her Australian Open
victory streak to 22 as she opened
her bid for a fourth straight title
and answered the bold talk of her
rivals, who claim she is more
vulnerable than ever.
Graf sported a shorter haircut
and a blood-red bandana that
gave her a lean, mean look.
Sprinting around the court and
showing off a stronger topspin
backhand than she's ever had,

\
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Graf raced to a 4-0 lead before
losing concentration and making
four straight errors in a service
break.
Santrock, ranked 151 but hardly
intimidated amid all the reports
of Graf's imminent demise, held
her next two services with deep,
angled shots off her left-handed
forehand. But she could do little
once Graf regained her rhythm
and pounded the ball throughout
the second set.
"I feel I'm hitting the ball better than at this time last year,"
said Graf, who hasn't won a
Grand Slam event since winning
here a year ago. "In the first set,
I tried a little too much. But in the
second set, I was calmer. I served
better and concentrated well."

Stay tuned to

\

/

The BG News
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He and fellow wide receiver
Eddie Brown combined for just
three pass receptions Sunday.
Brown and McGee saw the ball
increasingly less this season as
the Bengals emphasized the running game.
Quarterback Boomer Esiason
completed eight of 15 passes Sunday. It was the seventh consecutive game in which the Bengals
threw 22 times or less.
Esiason suggested that the
Bengals should decide at some
point whether they want to
"pound it or throw it."
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players say the team should consider changes for the 1991 season.
"They've got to get us back into
it," wide receiver Tim McGee
said.
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CINCINNATI (AP) - Coach
Sam Wyche is irked by suggestions that his Cincinnati Bengals
team was an underachieving unit
this season.
"Nine-and-seven was about
where we belonged," said Wyche,
who brushes off criticisms that
the Bengals were inconsistent
and unfocused this season. "That
was good enough to be the best in
our division, and we went through
that way the entire season. That's
not a roller-coaster ride."
The Bengals won the AFC Central Division with a 9-7 record and
beat Houston in the AFC playoffs
before Sunday's 20-10 loss to the
Raiders in Los Angeles. A year
ago, the Bengals finished 8-8 and
missed the playoffs, just a season
after having gone to the Super
Bowl.
But some of the Bengals
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Cleveland hosts
Mel Harder Day
CHARDON, 0. (AP) - While
the debate rages over Pete Rose's
eligibility for the baseball Hall of
Fame, a drive is on to get another
Ohio player enshrined at Cooperstown.N.Y.
Chardon Village, a community
of about 5,000 in Geauga County,
designated Sunday as "Mel
Harder Day" and held a reception at the Chardon Library to
honor the 81-year-old Harder,
who had his No. 18 retired by the
Geveland Indians last summer.
Harder compiled a 223-186 record as a pitcher for the Indians
from 1928-47 and was a pitching
coach from 1948-62. His 1954
Cleveland staff was one of the
best in baseball history, featuring

Hall of Fame pitchers Bob Feller,
Bob Lemon and Early Wynn.
A native of Beemer, Neb.,
Harder now lives in Chardon. He
never got the required 75 percent
of the baseball writers votes
when his name was on the regular
ballot, so now his only chance
rests with a special Hall of Fame
veterans' committee.
The right-hander entered the
Ohio Baseball Hall of Fame in
1978.
"But he also belongs in the
national Hall of Fame," said
Thomas C. Eakin, founder and
president of the Ohio Baseball
Hall of Fame. "He's being denied
and that's a sacrilege. I nope he
makes it while he's still alive."

Home teams feast in playoffs

Washington, now out of the race, the only club to win on road in 1 991
by Dave Goldberg
AP football writer

All that talk about the homefield advantage in the playoffs
wasn't CoachSpeak after all.
The one thing notable about the
NFL playoffs is the near dominance by home teams. In the
eight games over two weekends,
the visitors won only once —
Washington over Philadelphia —
and were outscored 186-93.
Even more striking were the
weekend's four games, which set
up conference title games involving the top two seeds in the AFC
and NFC — the Los Angeles
Raiders at Buffalo for the AFC title; the New York Giants at San
Francisco in the NFC.
All four had first-round byes,
giving each an extra week of rest
and an extra week of preparation
against teams that had to endure
a wild-card contest.
It was particularly telling on

DEAR
BERNIE
Q: Does my card need to
be encoded for spring
semester?
A: No! If it worked fall
semester you're all
set. Enjoy!

Chicago and Cincinnati, the two Cincinnati went to Los Angeles
division winners with the worst against the Raiders without the
records in each conference.
left side of its offensive line, injured in the 41-14 win over HousUntil this season they would ton. James Brooks, the Bengals'
have had last week off. Under the best running back, played with a
new format, which added two cast on his dislocated left thumb
wild-card teams to the playoffs to
bring in added television money,
they were forced to play last "We saddled up with
week.
what we had against
Then there was Buffalo's Jim a championship
Kelly, who had an extra week to
recover from his knee bruise and caliber team."
went all the way in the Bills' 44-34
win over Miami, throwing for 339
yards.
--Sam Wyche,

The Giants, for example, used a Bengals' heaa coach
4-3 defense for the first time this
season and held Chicago, which
had run for 189 yards in its 16-6 and saw limited action, in part
win over New Orleans, to 27 rush- because of the flu.
ing yards in 16 carries.
So Greg Townsend of the
"The extra time we had to work Raiders lined up against Kirk
on it really paid off in our tech- Scrafford, a rookie free-agent inniques and that kind of stuff," stead of perennial All-Pro Anthosaid New York's Erik Howard, ny Munoz, who was in too much
who moved from nose tackle to pain from a torn rotator cuff to
left tackle in the new front. "If play. Townsend had three sacks,
you run that defense without including a 15-yarder that
preparation, it's a whole different stopped the Bengals when they
world."
trailed 17-10 in a 20-10 loss.

"We saddled up with what we
had against a championship caliber team," said Cincinnati coach
Sam Wyche.
The home-field advantage
doesn't change next week, either.
The early line on the championship games made Buffalo a
4-point favorite over the Raiders
at Rich Stadium. The Bills beat
Los Angeles 38-24 there earlier
this year, turning a series of
turnovers into scores after the
Raiders took a 24-14 lead early in
the fourth quarter.
The 49ers, meanwhile, were
made 7-point favorites over the
Giants, who they beat 7-3 in the
season's lowest-scoring game of
the year. The one difference this
time will be the Giants' quarterback — the injured Phil Simms
has been replaced by Jeff Hostetler, the less experienced but
more mobile backup who passed
for two touchdowns and ran for
another against the Bears.
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Japan Bowl not kind to OSU's Frey
by Phil Brown
AP writer

YOKOHAMA, Japan — For Ohio State quarterback
Greg Frey and the East all-stars' offense, leaving out
the first 24 minutes would have made it a happier
Japan Bowl.
For Oregon quarterback Bill Musgrave of the West,
"It was a pretty fun first quarter."
Actually, the West did all the scoring it needed in
the first 10 minutes Sunday, taking a 17-0 lead. It ended with a 20-14 victory, its 11th triumph in 16 Japan
Bowls.
Frey's first two plays were a 9-yard loss on a sack
and a 10-yard loss on a slipdown. Then he completed a
1-yard throw and missed on eight consecutive passes
— including two interceptions.
The East never got outside its own territory in the
first quarter.
Musgrave, meanwhile, missed on his first two passes before clicking on seven in a row in the first quarter
for 103 of his 154 yards. In all, he was 12 for 18.
The West's first possession ended in a missed
51-yard field goal attempt by California's Robbie
Keen. But it scored the next three times it had the
ball.

Keen began it with a 42-yard field goal. One minute
later, the West had its first touchdown, on a threeplay, 61-yard drive.
Musgrave hit Mike Pritchard of Colorado for 39
yards and Scott Miller of UCLA for 10 before Ricky
Ervins of Southern California ran the final 12 yards.
The West got the ball right back on an interception
by Jono Tunney of Stanford, who returned it 27 yards
to the East 8. Three plays later, Iowa's Nick Bell
scored from the 3.
Then it was Colorado defensive back Dave
McCloughan's turn to intercept Frey.
Musgrave drove the West back into East territory
before the quarter ended and San Jose State's Ralph
Martini took over at quarterback.
The East defense finally got into the game as Tony
Covington of Virginia intercepted Martini, Lamonde
Russell of Alabama recovered a McCloughan fumble
on a punt return and Richard Fain of Florida intercepted Martini again with 6:41 left in the half.
That's when Frey gladly would have started his
day.

Musgrave came back in the third quarter and
moved the West close enough for a 38-yard field goal
by Keen that made it 20-7.
The East immediately went 63 yards in 11 plays,
with Michigan's Jarrod Bunch plunging the final yard
for the game's final touchdown before some 30,000
spectators in Yokohama stadium. Frey kept the drive
going with passes of 19 and 17 yards to Bobby Slaughter of Louisiana Tech and 14 yards to Lawrence Dawsey of Florida State.
Time ran out on a West drive that went as far as the
East 5.
Despite the early disaster, Frey finished with 174
yards on 15 completions in 35 attempts. The East's
second quarterback, Shawn Moore of Virginia, sat out
the game with an injured thumb.
Martini was 4-for-13 for 37 yards and two interceptions. The West also rushed for 118 yards, while the
East gained only 61 yards on the ground.

In an 11-play, 93-yard drive, he hit on passes of 5,11,
6 and 7 yards before connecting with Barry Johnson of
Maryland for 34 yards and a touchdown with 1:56 left
in the half.

Colorado's Pritchard was voted the best offensive
player, while teammate McCloughan won the defensive honors.
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Bengals'
TE coach
hangs it up
CINCINNATI (AP) - Bill
"Tiger" Johnson, a former Cincinnati Bengals head coach who
coached tight ends this season,
says he has decided to retire.
Johnson will turn 65 on July 14.
He told the Bengals' radio network Sunday in Los Angeles that
he is retiring. The Bengals' publicity office confirmed his retirement Monday.
He served as offensive line
coach under Bengals founder and
coach Paul Brown from the
team's inception in 1968 until
Brown's retirement in 1975. Johnson became Cincinnati's head
coach in 1976. He had an 18-15 record as head coach, but moved on
after an 0-5 start in 1978.
Johnson had assistant coaching
positions with Tampa Bay and
Detroit.
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Classifieds
view, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement
Counselor before scheduling any additional
interviews Any student who no-shows" twice
will be denied interviewing privileges lor the remainder of the academic year

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Calendar f6
For The Wnk s of:
January 28 & February 4,1991
Scheduling OrvCimpus
Interview Appointments
The first day of signups 'or mterviows during
the period ol January 28 through February 8,
1991 wJI be held on Wednesday. January 16.
at 4 p m m the Community Suite of the University Union All registrants must have a First
Choice Interview Card to participate In the first
day ol signups Alter the first day, students
and Alumni may sign-up for interviews from 8
am to 5 p m at the University Placement Services. 360 Student Services Building A Data
Sheet MUST be submitted tor each Interview
scheduled at the time of sign-up.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Cancellation of an interview must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm one weeh (7 full days) before
the interview day Complete a cancellation card
m the Sign-Up Room of the Placement Office
Cancelations after this time will be considered
a no-show Cancellations will NOT be accepted
by telephone You are encouraged to carefully
consider employers before signing up tor interviews
No Show Pollcy:Fa*jre to appear for a scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation
policy will result m immediate suspension of
your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
period If you did not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter ol
apology to the employer lor missmg the inter-

Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk |*) following an organizational name
denotes specilic requirements regarding work
status m the United States Please review these
requirements carefully Only those organizations with an asterisk (* \ will interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waiting list

reer Resources, located m Room 300. Student
Services Building, otters you career and employer information and current rob vacancies m
ALL career fields Placement Counselors directly refer registered students to employers m
then desired career fields Ensure your access
to these services by registering with the University Placement Services m your final year at
Bowling Green State University

Midwest Payment System
MK-Ferguson
National City Corporation
Friday. February t
Great West Ufe
Marathon CM Company
Parker Hannifin Corporation

Tuesday. January 29
U S Air Force Officer Recruiting
Wednesday, January 30
Champion International Corp
Hibbard. Brown A Co . Inc
Horace Mann Companies

Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presentations otter valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy AN students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Spotlight presentations
are usually nek) at the University Placement
Services office at 6 p m or 7 00 p m To enter
the Student Services Building m the evening,
you must use the second floor, patio entrance
Professional dress for Spotlight presentations is
recommended Please consult the calendar lor
appropriate dates, times and locations

Friday. February 1
Georgia- Pacific Corp
McDonnell Douglas Missile Systems

Additional Placement Services: There are important services available to you at the University Placement Services Please note that not all
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on college campuses The list below generally
reflects the high demand areas in the world of
work Don't become discouraged il your career
field is not requested To assist you in conducting an assertive tob search, the University
Placement Services provides career and
placement, counseling, credential services, job
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excelent Center for Ca-

Wednesday. February 0
American Management Systems
Artesian Industries
Intergraph Corporation
The Lion Store
Loral Aeronutronic
Nabisco Biscuit Company
Sherwm Williams Company

Tuesday, February 5
Aldi. Inc.
AmeriTrust
Bank One Dayton NA
E &J Gallo Winery
Grmnell Corporation
The Higbee Company
Loral Aeronutronic

Thursday, February 7
Central Insurance Companies
Eli Lilly A Company
Loral Aeronutronic
Marathon Oil Company

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
AMA
Spring Membership Drive
Jan 15 - 21 m the Union and in BA from 9 302:30 Membership is only $10 for the Spring
Semester
ATTENTION ALL TOUR GUIDES
Spring Kick-Off reception will be held January
22 from 6-10pm in the lobby of The Admissions
Office in McFall Center'

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
MeehngWed Jan 16.800pm
McFall Assembly Room
Non-members are encouraged 10 attend
BGSU FIT students will speak

KARATE STARTS TODAY
8 00 Middle Eppler Gym
Bring a Friend ■ wear loose clothing
Call Continuing Education tor more into
372-8181

Jan us TODAY tor a RAILY AOAINST WARrn
the Middle East m the Union Oval at 12 30 p m
BGSU Peace Coalition

PERSONALS

This Tuesday there will be a Teach-in on the
Middle East in 121 West Hall at 7 30 p m n featuring BGSU protessors answering your
QUMNOnt

continued on pg. 16

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION: At Ranch Steak & Seafood our number one
goal is your complete satisfaction We are committed to providing you the
best quality and freshest ingredients at very competitive prices If you are
dissatisfied with a meal at our restaurant, we will replace it with another of
equal value at no charge. The management.

UMITED TIME ONLY!
NO COUPON NEEDED

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Join BG s most successful student organization Working for peace, social rustice and educational issues
TONITE9PM110BA
DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE
11TH ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
February 15th - 16th
Register by Jan 1 7 th lor
best registration fee1
Ever thought about starting your own business? Then join the newest club on campus
for ENTREPRENEUR-spirlted people like
yourself. Become a member of A.C.E. at
B.G.S.U. Come to our information night next
Tuesday at 7 30pm in BA 114

DOMINO'S PIZZA

MOflOf

Includes baked potato, garlic
toast and the nearly 100 item
all-you-can-eat Ranch
Buffet 'n' Sundae Bar'

BOWLING GREEN
352-1 539
1616 E. Wooster
iVALUABLE COUPONi

FREE PIZZA
BUY ANY PIZZA AT MENU PRICE,
GET A SECOND PIZZA
(of equal value or less)

STEAK & SEAFOOD
E. Wooster across from Doyt Perry Stadium - Phone 352-0461

3 BONUS FAMILY COUPONS
1 EXPIRES:
■ '1/31/91

FREE PIZZA
BUY ANY PIZZA AT MENU PRICE,
GET A SECOND PIZZA

FAST LUNCH!

All-you-can-eat
Ranch Lunch
Buffet n Sundae
Bar" 11 AM til 4 PM
Mon. thru Fri.

ma

1

Including
Beverage

Coupon good lor any nifty Stfe Cannot « used in comDirujIion «ntfi My olfw coupon 01 discount otter Tu not incluoMt

\

EXPIRES

!. 1/31*1

(of equal value or less)

i kl-

1

CHARBROILEO

RANCH SIRLOIN
JindlCHA
STEAK
DINNER
Includes baked

feft potato, hot garlic
toast and Ranch

5f

S

Bullet n' Sundae Bar

• Coupon good tor any party *» Cannot DC used m corntwuttifl with my other coupon or discount oner Tax not mdwM

a EXPIRES:
1/31/91
(MfMmnun N«>M«iiliii«hnaflR van a
pflx^M, loviM. Mi Tu N( artaM rtnr wftoMr
EipmM4l

CHARBROtBI

-\

CHICKEN BREAST
DINNER $
Includes baked
S*i
potato, hot garlic
toast and Ranch
Buflet n' Sundae Bar

u

1 Coupon good for any party sin Cannot M used m comwvjlon with joy other coupon or ducouM oner Tu not aKJudatf
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Cleveland hosts
Mel Harder Day
CHARDON, O. (AP) — While
the debate rages over Pete Rose's
eligibility for the baseball Hall of
Fame, a drive is on to get another
Ohio player enshrined at Cooperstown.N.Y.
Chardon Village, a community
of about 5,000 in Geauga County,
designated Sunday as "Mel
Harder Day" and held a reception at the Chardon Library to
honor the 61-year-old Harder,
who had his No. 18 retired by the
CTeveland Indians last summer.
Harder compiled a 223-186 record as a pitcher for the Indians
from 1928-47 and was a pitching
coach from 1948-62. His 1954
Geveland staff was one of the
best in baseball history, featuring

Hall of Fame pitchers Bob Feller,
Bob Lemon and Early Wynn.
A native of Beemer, Neb.,
Harder now lives in Chardon. He
never got the required 75 percent
of the baseball writers votes
when his name was on the regular
ballot, so now his only chance
rests with a special Hall of Fame
veterans' committee.
The right-hander entered the
Ohio Baseball Hall of Fame in
1978.
"But he also belongs in the
national Hall of Fame," said
Thomas C. Eakin, founder and
Bresident of the Ohio Baseball
all of Fame. "He's being denied
and that's a sacrilege. I nope he
makes it while he's still alive."

Home teams feast in playoffs

Washington, now out of the race, the only club to win on road in 1991
by Dave Goldberg
AP football writer

All that talk about the homefield advantage in the playoffs
wasn't CoachSpeak after all.
The one thing notable about the
NFL playoffs is the near dominance by home teams. In the
eight games over two weekends,
the visitors won only once —
Washington over Philadelphia —
and were outscored 186-93.
Even more striking were the
weekend's four games, which set
up conference title games involving the top two seeds in the AFC
and NFC — the Los Angeles
Raiders at Buffalo for the AFC title; the New York Giants at San
Francisco in the NFC.
All four had first-round byes,
giving each an extra week of rest
and an extra week of preparation
against teams that had to endure
a wild-card contest.
It was particularly telling on

DEAR
BERNIE

Chicago and Cincinnati, the two Cincinnati went to Los Angeles
"We saddled up with what we
division winners with the worst against the Raiders without the had against a championship calirecords in each conference.
left side of its offensive line, in- ber team," said Cincinnati coach
jured in the 41-14 win over Hous- Sam Wyche.
Until this season they would ton. James Brooks, the Bengals'
have had last week off. Under the best running back, played with a
The home-field advantage
new format, which added two cast on his dislocated left thumb doesn't change next week, either.
wild-card teams to the playoffs to
bring in added television money,
The early line on the championthey were forced to play last "We saddled up with ship games made Buffalo a
week.
4-point favorite over the Raiders
what we had against at Rich Stadium. The Bills beat
Then there was Buffalo's Jim
Los Angeles 38-24 there earlier
Kelly, who had an extra week to a championship
this year, turning a series of
recover from his knee bruise and caliber team."
turnovers into scores after the
went all the way in the Bills' 44-34
Raiders took a 24-14 lead early in
win over Miami, throwing for 339
the fourth quarter.
yards.
--Sam Wyche,
The 49ers, meanwhile, were
The Giants, for example, used a Bengals' heaa coach made 7-point favorites over the
4-3 defense for the first time this
Giants, who they beat 7-3 in the
season and held Chicago, which
season's lowest-scoring game of
had run for 189 yards in its 16-6 and saw limited action, in part the year. The one difference this
win over New Orleans, to 27 rush- because of the flu.
time will be the Giants' quartering yards in 16 carries.
back — the injured Phil Simms
So Greg Townsend of the has been replaced by Jeff Hoste"The extra time we had to work Raiders lined up against Kirk tler, the less experienced but
on it really paid off in our tech- Scrafford, a rookie free-agent in- more mobile backup who passed
niques and that kind of stuff," stead of perennial All-Pro Antho- for two touchdowns and ran for
said New York's Erik Howard, ny Munoz, who was in too much another against the Bears.
who moved from nose tackle to pain from a torn rotator cuff to
left tackle in the new front. "If play. Townsend had three sacks,
you run that defense without including a 15-yarder that
The
preparation, it's a whole different stopped the Bengals when they
world."
trailed 17-10 in a 20-10 loss.

BG News...

Q: Does my card need to
be encoded for spring
semester?
A: No! If it worked fall
semester you're all
set. Enjoy!
What happens to the
balance that was left
in my account in
December?
A: The amount remaining will be added to
your spring semester
contract amount lo
be used throughout
the semester. Refunds are only issued
on upgraded plans
after spring semester
unless you are not
registered for spring
semester.

Keeps yon

January Welcome Back
Specials

up to date!

Billiards: Sl.oo per table per hour
ioam-4pm M-F
and All Day Sat. and Sun.
/.
/.
Bowling: S4.00 per lane per hour
Afier 7pm M-F
and All Day Sal. and Sun.
(Billiards and Bowling: I hour minimums
specials only)

^riflfcHANS TAILORING

& ALTERATIONS
TUXEDO RENTALS
WE DO ANY KINO OF ALTERATIONS:

The Buckeye Room-University Union
Open til npm M-F
Sai..Noon-iipm Sun.:Noon-iopm

» HfMS

• M£W 1\V?IH

» sioes

• NfW CWAPfKIE

• TAPfB ttfi

• N(W t ININI-;

•

WAISK

166 S MAIN

The last
senior portrait session
begins Monday.
Appointments are already filling up!
Call 372-8086 or stop by The KEY, 28 West Hall, today!!

• SIEfVfS

N(W

roe*

354-594A
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Japan Bowl not kind to OSU's Frey
by Phil Brown
AP writer

YOKOHAMA, Japan — For Ohio State quarterback
Greg Frey and the East all-stars' offense, leaving out
the first 24 minutes would have made it a happier
Japan Bowl.
For Oregon quarterback Bill Musgrave of the West,
"It was a pretty fun first quarter."
Actually, the West did all the scoring it needed in
the first 10 minutes Sunday, taking a 17-0 lead. It ended with a 20-14 victory, its 11th triumph in 16 Japan
Bowls.
Frey's first two plays were a 9-yard loss on a sack
and a 10-yard loss on a slipdown. Tnen he completed a
1-yard throw and missed on eight consecutive passes
— including two interceptions.
The East never got outside its own territory in the
first quarter.
Musgrave, meanwhile, missed on his first two passes before clicking on seven in a row in the first quarter
for 103 of his 154 yards. In all, he was 12 for 18.
The West's first possession ended in a missed
51-yard field goal attempt by California's Robbie
Keen. But it scored the next three times it had the
ball.

Keen began it with a 42-yard field goal. One minute
later, the West had its first touchdown, on a threeplay, 61-yard drive.
Musgrave hit Mike Pritchard of Colorado for 39
yards and Scott Miller of UCLA for 10 before Ricky
Ervins of Southern California ran the final 12 yards.
The West got the ball right back on an interception
by Jono Tunney of Stanford, who returned it 27 yards
to the East 8. Three plays later, Iowa's Nick Bell
scored from the 3.
Then it was Colorado defensive back Dave
McCloughan's turn to intercept Frey.
Musgrave drove the West back into East territory
before the quarter ended and San Jose State's Ralph
Martini took over at quarterback.
The East defense finally got into the game as Tony
Covington of Virginia intercepted Martini, Lamonde
Russell of Alabama recovered a McCloughan fumble
on a punt return and Richard Fain of Florida intercepted Martini again with 6:41 left in the half.
That's when Frey gladly would have started his
day.
In an 11-play, 93-yard drive, he hit on passes of 5,11,
6 and 7 yards before connecting with Barry Johnson of
Maryland for 34 yards and a touchdown with 1:56 left
in the half.

Musgrave came back in the third quarter and
moved the West close enough for a 38-yard field goal
by Keen that made it 20-7.
The East immediately went 63 yards in 11 plays,
with Michigan's Jarrod Bunch plunging the final yard
for the game's final touchdown before some 30,000
spectators in Yokohama stadium. Frey kept the drive
going with passes of 19 and 17 yards to Bobby Slaughter of Louisiana Tech and 14 yards to Lawrence Dawsey of Florida State.
Time ran out on a West drive that went as far as the
East 5.
Despite the earlv disaster, Frey finished with 174
yards on 15 completions in 35 attempts. The East's
second quarterback, Shawn Moore of Virginia, sat out
the game with an injured thumb.
Martini was 4-for-13 for 37 yards and two interceptions. The West also rushed for 118 yards, while the
East gained only 61 yards on the ground.
Colorado's Pritchard was voted the best offensive
player, while teammate McCloughan won the defensive honors.

l-j

Bengals9
TE coach
hangs it up
CINCINNATI (AP) - Bill
"Tiger" Johnson, a former Cincinnati Bengals head coach who
coached tight ends this season,
says he has decided to retire.
Johnson will turn 65 on July 14.
He told the Bengals' radio network Sunday in Los Angeles that
he is retiring. The Bengals' publicity office confirmed his retirement Monday.
He served as offensive line
coach under Bengals founder and
coach Paul Brown from the
team's inception in 1968 until
Brown's retirement in 1975. Johnson became Cincinnati's head
coach in 1976. He had an 18-15 record as head coach, but moved on
after an 0-5 start in 1978.
Johnson had assistant coaching
Kiitions with Tampa Bay and
troit.
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Classifieds
view bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement
Counselor before scheduling any additional
interviews Any student who ' no-shows'" twice
wil be denied interviewing privileges tor the remainder ot the academic year

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus R«crul1m«n1 Calendar (6
For Th« Wtwks of:
January 28 * February 4.1991
Scheduling On-Campus
Interview AppointmentsThe first day Ol Signups tor interviews during
the period ot January 28 through February 8.
1991 win be held on Wednesday. January 16.
at 4 p m in (he Community Suite ol the University Union All registrants must have a First
Choice Interview Card to participate in the first
day ol signups After the lirsl day. students
and Alumni may sign-up (or interviews from 8
am to 5 p m at the University Placemen! Services. 360 Student Services Building A Data
Sheet MUST be submitted for each Interview
scheduled at the lime of signup.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Canceaation ot an interview must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm one week (7 full days) before
the interview day Complete a cancellation card
m the S«gn-Up Room ol the Placement Office
Cancellations after this time will be considered
a no-show Cancellations will NOT be accepted
by telephone. You are encouraged to carefully
consider employers before signing up lor interviews
No Show Policy:Failure to appear tor a scheduled interview or violation ol the cancellation
policy wiH result m immediate suspension of
your sign-up pnvdeges for the next recruiting
period. H you did not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology to the employer tor missing the inter-

Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk {') following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United Stales Please review these
requirements carefully Only those organizations with an asterisk (*) will interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waiting list

Midwest Payment System
MK-Ferguson
National City Corporation

reer Resources, located m Room 300. Student
Services Bu4dmg. otters you career and employer information and current fob vacancies in
ALL career fields Placement Counselors directly refer registered students to employers m
their desired career fields Ensure your access
to these services by registering with the University Placement Services in your final year at
Bowling Green State University

Friday, February 8
Great West Lite
Marathon O-l Company
Parker Hannifin Corporation

Tuesday. January 29
U S Air Force Officer Recruiting
Wednesday. January 30
Champon International Corp
Hibbard. Brown & Co . Inc
Horace Mann Companies

Spotlight Presentations: Spotkght presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy AM students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Spotlight presentations
are usually held at the University Placement
Services office at 6pm or700pm To enter
the Student Services Building m the evening,
you must use the second floor, patio entrance
Professional dress lor Spotlight presentations is
recommended Please consult the calendar lor
appropriate dates, times and locations

Friday. February 1
Georgia- Pacific Corp
McDonnel Douglas Missile Systems

Additional Placement Services: There are important services available to you at the University Placement Sen/ices Please note that not all
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on college campuses The list below generally
reflects the high demand areas m the world of
work Don't become discouraged if your career
field is not requested To assist you in conducting an assertive job search, the University
Placement Services provides career and
placement, counsehng. credential services, fob
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excellent Center lor Ca-

Wednesday. February 8
American Management Systems
Artesian Industries
Intergraph Corporation
The Lion Store
Loral Aeronutrornc
Nabisco Biscuit Company
Sberwin Williams Company

Tuesday, February 5
Aid. Inc
Amen'Trust
Bank One Dayton NA
E *J Galk) Winery
GrmneB Corporation
The Higbee Company
Loral Aeronutrornc

Thursday. February 7
Central Insurance Companies
El LiUy A Company
Loral Aeronutronic
Marathon Oil Company

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Me>etino.WoO Jan 16 8 00pm
McFaJI Assembly Boom
Non- members are encouraged to attend
BGSU FIT students will speak

KARATE STARTS TOOAY
6 00 MKHJe Epplet Gym
Bring a Friend wear looee clothing
Can Continuing Education lot more
372-8181

Jom us TOOAY lor a RALLY AGAINST WAftn
mo Middle East in the Union Oval at i2 30 p m
■ BGSU Peace Coalition

PERSONALS

This Tuesday there will be a Teach-In on the
Middle East m 121 West Hall at 7 30 p m
n featuring BGSU professors answering your
questions

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
A MA
Spring Membership Drive
Jan 15 - 21 in the Union and m BA from 9 30 2:30 Membership is only $10 lor the Spring
Semester

into

continued on pg. 16

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION: At Ranch Steak & Seafood our number one
goal is your complete satisfaction. We are committed to providing you the
best quality and freshest ingredients at very competitive prices. If you are
dissatisfied with a meal at our restaurant, we will replace it with another of
equal value at no charge. The management.

ATTENTION ALL TOUR GUIDES
Spring Kick-Off reception wil be held January
22 from 8-1 Opm in the lobby of The Admissions
Olfh <MH Mi FallOnn-i

UMITED TIME ONLY!
NO COUPON NEEDED

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Join B G 's most successful student organization Working lor peace, social justice, and educational issues
TONITE9PM110BA
DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE
11TH ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
February 15th • 16th
Register by Jan. t 7th lor
best registration fee'
Ever (nought about starting your own business? Then Join the newest club on campus
for ENTREPRENEUR-splrlted people II he
yourself. Become a member of A.C.E. at
B.G.S.U. Come to our information night next
Tuesday at 7 30pm in BA 114

Includes baked potato, garlic
toast and the nearly 100 item
all-you-can-eat Ranch
Buffet'n'Sundae Bar"

DOMINO'S PIZZA
BOWLING GREEN
352-1 539
1616 E. Wooster
iVALUABLE COUPONi

FREE PIZZA
BUY ANY PIZZA AT MENU PRICE,
GET A SECOND PIZZA
(of equal value or less)

STEAK & SEAFOOD
E. Wooster across from Ooyt Perry Stadium - Phone 352-0461

3 BONUS FAMILY COUPONS

r.1 EXPIRES:

FAST LUNCH!

11/31/91

fc«

All-you-can-eat
r) Ranch Lunch
i A) Buffet n' Sundae
SD. Bar" 11 AMtiMPM
1.7/1.1 jf If If'
Mon. thru Fri.

FREE PIZZA
BUY ANY PIZZA AT MENU PRICE,
GET A SECOND PIZZA

Coupon flood for any Dirty sift Cannot M u

I-;

> EXPIRES:
..1/31/91

(of equal value or less)

tab
rrmrc.

Including
Beverage

» ottiei coupon or discount oner Ta> not included

CHARBR0ILED

RANCH SIRLOIN STEAK
DINNER $|

Includes baked
potato, hot garlic
toast and Ranch
Buffet n'Sundae Bar

5f

Coupon good tor iny pariy si« Cannot be uMd tn co*no<njtion with any oth*f coupon or discount offer Tu not •nctudtd

V-

EXPIRES:
,1/31/91

|§fe|

H«>tMmllayorfcriattar »<*!*
■MHa*M|loaiNaatf? lu » McliM rttrt iffiaMt
l» n.'MI
COHMMIW*

I

A

CHARBROILED

CHICKEN BREAST
DINNER
$
Includes baked
potato, hot garlic
toast and Ranch
Buffet n' Sundae Bar

Coupon good lor any pjrry we Cannot Be used m combmaton arm any otner COufXin « datoa* c*ter Tai not included

i
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Classifieds
Attention graprac daatgn ttudanfs There ** be
a daaajn dub maatmg Wad
Jan 16 at
9 00pm In daargn buadkng Currant mambar*
and na**r mambar* waicoma Banam* ^ (OnnQ.
guaal apaanar*. mfarnanip Hinge /X Wing*
and national confaranca In aprmg neld m CN

continued from pg.15
A BiMinM Party Cruaa. 6 day* only $2/9'
Jmci t Florida « day* $299' Daylona 1I58'
•mum City $99' Cal Sonng Braak Traval

i aoo»3««7Ba

c*9°

Aray«itha"HI**MaLMtt''
UnWaraHy IMiinlori
ara Oia an*" 10 ma paal praaant. and lutur*
Join Dm aaatct group Anpacatona avaaaNa ai
Maati Alumni Canlar and 405 StuOant SarvKM
IDuaFac 4)

Campua Brother* and
Campua S*ter»
I hope you anfoyad fhe holiday*
Thank* for your efforts lest semester Ware
looking forward to a great spring semester
DISCOVER TH€ DIFFERENCE

ATTENTION ALL TOUR 0W0CS
Spring KICK Oil racaphon w*1 ba nald January
22 from 8-10pm *i ma loboy o* Tha Adnnaaion*
Om&a .n McFal Canlar'

11TH ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
February ISVt 16m
nagtalar by Jan I'm lor
beat regtelration lee1

Or dar your Ruah Party Sub* Now
$o 00 a fool at
DtBanadan-oa • 3S2 46«3

Doug 353 9496 ■ Slave 354 6962

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA 1991
* Go To Tha Reggae Country *

FREE SPRING 1AEAK VACATION IN CAN-

MM
COLLEGE TOURS THE NATIONS LARGEST
AND MOST SUCCESSFUL SPRING BREAK
TOUR OPERATOR NEEDS ENTHUSIASTIC
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES EARN A FREE
TRIP ANO CASH NOTHING TO BUY ■ WE
PROVIOE EVERYTHING YOU NEED CALL
I HOC W6 4H'lf, tOB MOW •■rrniMATior.
incense rare beads. He-dyes (slwts & sheets)
Natural coamabc* and oaa Cad World o( Differ
enee 352-3061
Learn the Fact* About tne Conflict In tha
Middle East - Teecn-ln today m 121 Wast Hal
at 7 30 p m - featuring BGSU profs answering
your questions about the "«» Easl
Tha TuesdayJOIN US in a RALLY AGAINST
WAR n the Middle East in tha unon Oval at
12 30 p m BGSU Peace Coalition

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS GET READY
FOR SPRING11 ENTRIES DUE MEN S INDP
ICE HOCKEY JAN 17. MEN S BASKETBALL
JAN 22. WOMEN'S S COED
JAN 23
MEN S BOWLING
JAN 29 BASKETBALL
OFFICIALS NEEDEO APPLY IN 106 REC
CENTER MANDATORY CUNIC
JAN 22 •
• 7 1030PM

WANTED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
1 female needed to share room Reasonable
rent Nice apartment' Great location' (alec
only) Call 354 6653
F rmte lor Spring 1991 to sublease one badroom Vaage Green Apt Only $125/month
Can 354 6264

Male roommate needed tor Spring 91 $200
mo plua elec Wat nan own room Cal Joe
353 6660 or 15131 456-2348
Needed Immediately: Fe to Kve in apt for
Spring Semester Very close to campus Cal
Oebiall2l6)682 6179
Roommate lor Spring 1991 Semester
4 enjoyable rmtes S1S6'mo ptuautlfcties Cal
Amy el 1 332-2457
Roommate needed for unfurnished apt lor
Spnng Summer Own bedroom SI60 & utifcties Can Tiacey al 353-8649
Roommate needed immediately 1 or 2 persons
to share an unfurnished apartment Nice, quiet
& spacious Call Shannon for more data**
3544073

SERVICES OFFERED

Male needed to sublease two bedroom furnished v«ag* Green Apt Ca" now-354-7331

byJonnBoissy

Fatman
VJMfu NiiflMTinai D*\oP» ut*OKi
t*1BETF»0 CITS UIKE A I>A«»<
IMAoub, -Two ujariasO fiao«t«a
APPajAO. -r*=j er '*4 '"aT
CRLi^aT aVT-^eva tr^a iTi POCax
THax-v AU K.WOWM A& ...

Public Notice
The Montesson School of Bowling Green, Inc .
recruits and admits students of any race, color,
or ethnic ongln to all the rights, pnviteges. program* and activities In edition the school wi*
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, or
ethnic origin in administration pf its educational
policies, scholarshlpsioans'lee waivers, educational programs and alhlelics>ex1racurncula/
activities In addition, the school is not Intended
to be an alternative to court oi administrative
agency ordered, or public school district initiated, desegregation
The Montesson School of Bowling Green. Inc
wet not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
or ethnic origin in the hiring of Its certified or
non-certtlied personnel

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM.
11000 iniust one week
Earn up to $1000 for your campus organisation Plus a chance at $5000 more' Tina program work*' No investment needed
Cal 1-800 932-0528 E»1 50
FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION'
Organise a small group or campus-wide event'
Earn High Commissions & Free Tnps' Can

16001626-9100
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST
Full time or contingency positions available 1 -3
years previous transcription experience wrth
working knowledge ol medical terminology required 70 WPM and clerical skills required
Competitive wages and comprehensive benefit
package Apply in parson to Human Resources
Department. MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 715 S
Tail Av . Fremont EOE
Needed anmediately Avon representative
Earn $6-10 per hour Free gift For appointmentcallJuOy at 352 4295
Office Cleaning ' Evenings
Knickerbocker Building Services
Call 352 5822
Recesaion proof opportunity No sales, excellent lor fund raisers Keystone. Box 292. New
Lebanon. Ohio 45345
Reliable, caring babysitter needed twice weekly
2nd shift
Own transportation
Call
1.878-2393
Window Washer
Knickerbocker Building Services

Call 352 5822

HELP WANTED
All M«]ori W.lcom»d
iniemaiKxial (irm has several lul-tlme and panttme openings Flexible his $6 50 starting
Great resume experience A A S P. scholarships Call 12 30 - 5 30 for interview
382-1060

bv J.A.Holmgren

5:15
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ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS ANO EN
TREPRENEURS EARN M.000 • S10.000 next
summer whiie building your resume and gaming
crucial business experience 'TASP' International is looking forhlghly motivated students
to M management positions all across Ohio,
parttcularty in Cleveland, Lima. Columbus,
and Sandusky. Positions are tilling quickly, so
tor more Information call Gregg at
1-800-543-3792
ChiWcare Bright, active 6 year old Child's
home. Mon , Wed . 2 lo 8pm and/or Tues .
Thurs 2 to 6pm Trans req 354-1506

TftNMc To jv&4 entices &e
\WI7H exuMj

Community Recreation Aides
Recreation programs provided lor mentaly. physically handicapped persons at Maumee
location Applicants should be creative with a
desire to work with disabled children and their
lamibes Programs are offered Friday evenings
and Saturdays 10 am -5pm with increased
hours during summer and school hoi-days Previous experience with MR/DO helpful Submit
resume/application to Sunshine Children's
Home. 7223 Maumee Western. Maumee. Ohio
43537EOE

TI-

VMMfrm
ftjartr A*"* 1"
P0W> MISHf.

CONSTRUCTION JOBS now hiring al positions Both skilled A unskilled Male 4 Female
openings For info Call (615) 779-5505 Ext
T-255
Excellent Income! Easy Work' Assemble
products at home Can Now' 1-601-388 8242
ext H2593, 24 hours

FOR SALE
1981 GM Citation Auto. AC. PS.. PB.
Hatchback Excellent condition $550 00 Ca«
353-2969

FOR RENT
Get What You Want'
Now's the time to rent that apartment for
1991-92 and Summer 1991 We want to help*
CailRF Mgmt ■ 352-9302.
House lor rent 3 bedrms . 609 Kenwood
Grad students & faculty preferred. Unfum..
laundry facility avail $450'mo 287-3896
Houses A Apartments For Rent. Fall 91-92.
Also subleasing second semester 1991 Carry
Apartments Call 352-7385
Immediate Openings Available
Close to campus
CaM R E Mgmt ■ 352-9302
Immediate Occupancy 1 bedroom apartment
Security deposit required $275 per month plus
0—. 353-7074. 9-5pm
Long A Associates now leasing for 1991 &
1992. Efficiency 4 1 4 2 bedroom apartment
353-7074. 9-5pm
R E Mgmt. Renting for Fal 4 Summer 1991
Stop In lor a hating at 113 Railroad St (next to
Kmkos) 352-9302
Spring sublessor wanted 'or Columbia Court
Apts Brand new, own room $156/mo plus
utii Ph 354-3265. ask for Shan

WELCOME TO THE STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
FUN AND FITNESS OPPORTUNITIES
The Fitwell Center

Fit-For-All-Aerobics
Begins Monday, Jan. 21
Coed program designed lo improve cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength and
flexibility. Upbeat music is used and participants enjoy a variety ot easy -to-follow
movements. Four levels are ottered:

1990-91 Fall/Spring Fit-For-All Schedule
Level
Freestyle
High Intensly

Low Impact
Strength Training
Water Aerobics
30 Minute Workout
'Due to the drop-in,i

What:
When:
Cost:

Days
Monday-Thursday
Monday-Thursday
Monday-Thursday
Monday-Thursday
Friday 8 Sunday
Monday-Thursday
Monday-Thursday
Tuesday & Thursday
Monday & Wednesday

Tlm»
6:30-7:45p.m.
noon-1 p.m.
4-5p.m.
5:15-6.15p.m.
5:16-6:15p.m.
5:30-6:30p.m.
4-5 p.m.
5:30-6:30^01.
12:15-12:45p.m.

Fitwell is a personal health enhancement opportunity tor BGSU-SRC members. The goals
are to increase awareness of one's fitness strengths and weaknesses and establishment
of a life-long personal fitness lifestyle.
Fitwell Evaluation-

Location
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Combative Dance
Combative Dance
Cooper Pool
Combative Dance

no-fee nature of the programs, the SRC reserves the right to cancel
sessions because of low participation.
Fit-For-All Prescreening
the prescreening program includes a cardiovascular step test,
muscular strength/endurance, flexibility and body composition test
Jan. 15, 16, & 17th 3-5 pm in the Activity Center
free
•All Fit-For-All participants must sign a consent form
prior to participation.

HOW:
COST:
Individual tests
include:
WHAT:

Employee Hiring
Dates to Remember

Instruction will be held on Saturday, January 19 - April 27. There
will be no instruction on Saturday, February 23, March 2, March
23, March 30. and April 20. Sign-ups begin January 14, 8 am7pm in the SRC Main Office

February 11 & 12
February 13-22
February 25-March 1

• MUST HAVE SRC MEMBERSHIP BEFORE REGISTERING •

March 4-8
March 11-14
March 18

Cost of all classes is *9 per participant
Must be 6 years or older

Scuba
Spring '91-

BODY COMPOSITION: $3
HEALTH RISK APPRAISAL: $3
CHOLESTEROL SCREENING: free to all SRC Members annually
LIPID PROFILE (Choi, HDL, LDL, Trig): $15
12.00 - 5:00 Monday - Thursday
12:00-3:00 Friday

WHEN:

Learn-to-Swim
Spring '91

AEROBIC FITNESS (cardiovascular fitness test-treadmill)
BODY COMPOSITION ANALYSIS (% body fat)
BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING
CHOLESTEROL SCREENING
HEALTH RISK APPRAISAL (lifestyle inventory)
Make an appointment in the Student Recreation Center Main Office
during office hours (8am-5pm M-F)
BGSU Students : $15 (free for BGSU Seniors "Fit-For-Hire")
Faculty/Staff/Alumni/President's Club SRC Members: $30

WHAT

January 22 - May 2
sign-up begins January 14. 8am, SRC main office
Coat: $165 complete
Days/Times: Tuesdays & Thursdays, 7- 10pm
Swimming skills required
Call 372-2711 for additional information

Applications available at SRC at 7:00am
Screening of application by Student Employee Board
List of interviewees posted and sign-up at Student
Recreation Center
Interviews at Student Recreation Center
Lifeguard Water Testing
Final list posted at Student Recreation Center and
Student Employment

Biathlon
The student Recreation Center will host it's 4th Annual Spring Biathlon on Saturday, April
20, 1990, from 9am- 1pm. Sign-ups will be Feb. 11-March 18 in the SRC Main Office.
The biathlon will consist of a 10k run around campus and a 1 mile swim in Cooper Pool.
Individual and team competition and prediction categories available. Men, female and
coed divisions will also be available. Challenge yourself with the '91 Biathlon!

Le Club 8
The Wellness Adventure
Join an 8 week wellness program filled with goal setting, socialization, and information on
a variety of topics including; fitness nutrition, health issues, and time and stress
management. Make those New Years Resolutions come to life! The program wiH begin
January 28 and go through March 22.
How to Join:
Free to all BGSU students
Sign-up in the SRC main office (during office hours) beforeJan^l
_
_
_

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
372-2711

